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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Application Problem

A disaster event, by definition, occurs when a natural or anthropogenic hazard
impacts human populations (IFRC 2016). Following the initial impact of these events,
societal and community operations are disrupted (e.g. medical facilities, emergency
management centers, elderly homes, etc.), leaving inhabitants vulnerable to environmental and health risks. Severe thunderstorms, winter weather, and tropical cyclones
are examples of natural hazards that produce disaster events. These disasters occur
in all populated regions of the world and their effects are often unavoidable (Abbott
2009). In addition to the impact on human life, these events often damage physical
infrastructure, which can result in a loss of electrical power for affected locations.
Loss of light, from direct impact to a power generation or distribution system
or indirectly from other objects (e.g. fallen trees/branches, damaged buildings, etc.),
may linger for several days or even weeks. Populations within affected locations are
left in need of timely relief and resources, often lacking access to electrical generators.
However, identifying and monitoring power outages may be difficult due to disruptions
in the power grid. Furthermore, the problem can be exacerbated by disruptions to
1

communications and information systems. Outage information is not always reported
publically by individual utility companies, making efficient identification important.
The independence of each utility company often means reports are held separately
and with varying stipulations associated with their release.
On-site disaster relief personnel and public or private utilities are required
to provide accurate assessments of locations without power, but these resources are
not always present or available for rapid response, particularly in developing countries
(Wex et al. 2014). In the U.S., organizations like the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) have dedicated geospatial units that disseminate information during
and following an event. FEMA standard operating procedures for response to a
disaster event begin with an initial response by police, emergency medical services
and firefighters as part of the Response Phase (0-12 hours), during which the most
time-sensitive and life-saving requirements are addressed. Search and rescue, and non
life-threatening medical requirements are met during the 0-48-hour range. Efforts
focus on basic humanitarian needs of affected populations throughout the 0-72-hour
timeframe (FEMA 2011). In summation, the response effort offered by organizations
like FEMA is challenging, particularly in time-sensitive situations.
By gathering all sources of geospatial information that provide indications of
damage and areas in need of relief, responders are able to generate more accurate and
effective response plans. In addition to detecting initial damage, post-event recovery
can also be monitored using optical satellite remote sensing if cloud clear, offering
continued support throughout the event duration. At present, response plans are
formulated and prioritized using available reports of storm impacts from a variety of
2

sources. Using a single tornado outbreak as an example, reports can be generated
to assess meteorological conditions like factors leading to tornadogenesis, impacts on
society such as the number of people impacted, impacts on the built environment
in terms of damaged buildings and infrastructure, and economic costs measured as
the amount of insurance loss in dollar amounts. As an overarching source of objective information, remotely sensed satellite imagery can expedite response efforts in
storm-affected areas by providing an additional source of geospatial information that
emergency responders may rely upon.
In particular, nighttime, visible-wavelength satellite images have the ability to
monitor reflected moonlight and other emitted lights from the surface of the Earth
during overnight hours. Launched in October 2011, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA)/National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership (Suomi-NPP) satellite provides
the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) to help identify locations
without electrical power following several meteorological disaster events (Kohiyama
et al. 2004; Cao et al. 2013). The VIIRS Day-Night Band (DNB) is a panchromatic,
visible-near infrared channel (0.505-0.890 µm; 0.705 µm central wavelength) that is
highly sensitive to a broad range of nighttime light emissions from city lights, boats,
lightning, wildfires, and moonlight reflected from cloud tops or land surfaces (Lee
et al. 2006). Onboard radiometric gain settings adjust to capture varying levels of
emissions. This feature allows for temporal comparisons between satellite swaths and
image acquisition dates and times, in addition to maintaining data fidelity in highly
saturated pixels such as those in brightly lit, dense urban areas.
3

With regard to disaster response efforts, nighttime light emissions from cities
and towns are of interest because they provide a nocturnal indication of human activity. Across the landscape, these emissions originate from residential single- or
multi-family homes, industrial factories and refineries, municipal sport stadiums, and
government buildings. By isolating nighttime light emissions to only these city lights,
a focused analysis can be performed. To identify outages and monitor recovery within
these areas, the typical range of nighttime light emissions at various spatial scales must
be established, along with their variability. With the degree of variability known, a
semi-automated, near real-time (NRT) outage product can be produced to assist response efforts following events that reduce or interrupt electrical power. Products
derived can serve as initial estimates of the location and extent of storm-affected
areas and subsequently be used to monitor their recovery.
To facilitate the use of DNB imagery in disaster response and recovery efforts,
this study focuses on the temporal analysis of DNB observations to track nighttime
light emission variability for cities and individual pixels throughout the year. Doing so allows us to separate the “signal” of outages and recovery from the natural
variability of a given pixel or area. Applicable to emergency response during meteorological disaster events, a DNB-based power outage and recovery product could detect
initial loss of light and monitor the rate of light recovery as response efforts return
electrical power to outage-affected areas. When corroborated with ancillary power
outage, Census, and physical infrastructure data sets, the proposed product could
provide information to emergency response agencies by identifying populations and
resources in storm-affected locations without power. Specifically, this study focused
4

on a region and event within the United States where population density, infrastructure, and other data sets are widely available. The methodology proposed herein,
however, could be further adapted and extended to other regions or developing countries where responding resources and ground truth information are even more sparse
or inconsistent.

1.2

Hypothesis and Research Objectives

This study aims to extend and build upon previous work focused on identifying outage and recovery areas for disaster response activities. To accomplish this,
light emission variability from Suomi-NPP VIIRS DNB is characterized based on a
probabilistic evaluation of nighttime lights, using nearly four years of DNB imagery
acquired from 19 January 2012 through 31 December 2015. This period allows for the
determination of light emission variability, from which correlations between emissions,
population density, time of year, and other effects can be explored to determine their
respective influences. Because the VIIRS DNB is the current standard for nighttime
light detection, this study must characterize detection capabilities and variability
trends among stable light features. That is, individual pixels of “stable” light sources
may vary greatly as compared with larger clusters of pixels associated with small
towns, cities, or major metropolitan areas. Finally, a meteorological disaster event is
used to demonstrate the value of identifying outages and monitoring recovery in near
real-time to support disaster response efforts. In addition to demonstrating value, a
historical outage event provides this study an opportunity to assess the accuracy of
the “power outage and recovery” product against recorded spatial outage reports from
5

public and private utilities. This accuracy was assessed through the use of two unique
quantitative approaches, percent of normal and percentile, which aim to estimate the
number of power outages using the DNB.
This study is motivated by the following research questions:

• How do mean nightly radiance values from medium- to large-scale municipal
areas vary with time and as a function of the sample window size?
• How do mean nightly radiance values from individual pixels vary over the period
of record and what is their normal range of radiance values?
• Which quantitative product (percent of normal, percentile) is most accurate in
identifying power outages in the DNB? What statistical threshold (25%, 50%)
is most accurate in identifying power outages in the DNB, when correlated with
a publically available reported outage dataset?
• What are the considerations necessary for future DNB power outage estimation
product development?

6

CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Nighttime light emissions have been studied previously using various sensors.
These analyses resulted in an examination of stable city lights (Elvidge et al. 1997),
urban growth estimation (Wei et al. 2014), detection of rural electrification in developing countries (Min et al. 2013; Min and Gaba 2014), correlation of nighttime
lights to impervious surfaces (Elvidge et al. 2007), nighttime city light compositing (Baugh 2013), identification of point source, stable light emissions (Cao and Bai
2014), correlation of nighttime lights to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and electrical
consumption (Shi et al. 2014b), extraction and estimation of built urban areas (Shi
et al. 2014a), and detection of oil slicks in scenes with moon glint present (Hu et al.
2015). This chapter will provide a brief overview of nighttime satellite characteristics
in addition to a review of previous studies. Methodologies and satellite imagery products developed and utilized by previous studies provides motivation and guidance for
the work performed in this study.

7

2.1

Satellite Characteristics and Observations: Defense Meteorological
Satellite Program Operational Linescan System (DMSP-OLS)

Satellite remote sensing of nighttime city lights for civilian studies and applications began with the launch of the DMSP-5D1 F-1 satellite on 11 September
1976 (Boucher and Stier 2010). Building upon design and sensor characteristics
from DMSP satellite Blocks 1-4 (23 May 1962 through 11 October 1967) and Blocks
5A/B/C (23 May 1968 through 19 February 1976), the Block 5D1 satellite featured a
new primary sensor, the OLS. Designed mainly for global cloud-cover identification,
the OLS also possessed the unique capability of using available moonlight to capture
useful nocturnal observations. Since that first flight on DMSP-5D1 F-1, the OLS has
remained the primary sensor for the series of DMSP satellites, with the most recent
launch (DMSP-5D3 F19) on 3 April 2014.
Data has been historically hosted and distributed by the National Snow and
Ice Data Center (NSIDC) at the University of Colorado, Boulder and subsequently
by the NOAA National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC) beginning in 1992 (Croft
A. 1978). Originally designed to serve as part of the National Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite System (NPOESS), the launch of DMSP-5D1 F-1
OLS represented a drastic improvement from other polar-orbiting sensors like the
NOAA Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) and the United States
Geological Survey (USGS) Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) with regard to visible
observations during extreme low-light conditions Figure 2.1. In spite of well-known
limitations such as lack of calibration, coarse spatial resolution, and inconsistent pixel
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of visible radiance detection characteristics offered by various sensors, reproduced from Elvidge et al. (1997).

geometry, DMSP-OLS data has been widely used for scientific studies (Elvidge et al.
2013). Given sufficient moonlight, the OLS visible channel is capable of detecting
cloud features, snow cover, smoke plumes, and sea ice. During periods with less than
quarter-moon phase or when the moon was below the horizon, fires and gas flares,
city lights, and fishing boats can be observed if those sources produced sufficient light
output (Foster 1983).
DMSP-OLS was designed as an oscillating scan radiometer, which follows a
sun-synchronous, polar orbit at a mean altitude of 833 km. Two onboard telescopes,
coupled with a photo multiplier tube (PMT), acquire imagery along each satellite orbit. One telescope captures information in the visible/near-infrared (VIS/NIR, 0.4-1.1
µm) while the other observes in the thermal-infrared (TIR, 10.5-12.6 µm). This com-
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bination of visible and thermal bands allows for the separation of anthropogenic light
sources from those occurring naturally, based on temperature characteristics. That
is, the two bands allowed for the separation of fires, gas flares and other phenomena
from other features of interest like city lights. The PMT amplifies data acquired during nighttime light conditions using an onboard, along-scan gain algorithm so cloud
and surface features can be analyzed. To determine an optimal level of gain for each
scene, the PMT uses onboard solar elevation and lunar phase and elevation to predict total illumination of the scene in 0.4 millisecond intervals (Doll 2008). Lowest
gain settings are employed during near-full moon phases when lunar contribution to
the nighttime scene is maximum, while the highest gain settings corresponded to the
darkest 10-12 nights of the lunar cycle, or when the lunar contribution is less than
half of its maximum output (Elvidge et al. 1999). Gain levels, however, are aimed
at producing consistent observations of clouds for U.S. Air Force meteorologists to
visually analyze, rendering radiometric calibration between images inconsistent and
observations of city lights highly variable. To exacerbate the lack of calibration, 6-bit
data (0-63 digital numbers) was previously sent to ground receiving stations for printing onto physical film strips using a map-like projection, discarding any digital record
of these observations (Foster 1983). Digitization of DMSP-OLS was not implemented
until 1992, marking the beginning of the useful digital record of nighttime satellite
observations.
The orbit of DMSP-OLS allows for specific locations on the Earth to be captured at nearly the same each night, typically between 2030 and 2130 local time. With
14 orbits per day, each satellite offers a single, nightly snapshot covering a 2,960 km
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swath of the Earth’s surface, for daily and global geographic coverage. While data
is acquired at a native spatial resolution of 0.56 km x 0.56 km at nadir, 5 x 5 pixel
groups are combined to generate a smoothed image with final spatial resolution of
5 km x 5 km at nadir (Doll 2008). The majority of public use data hosted in the
NOAA-NGDC DMSP-OLS archives are produced by this smooth spatial resolution
mode (Elvidge et al. 1997).
In 1992, NGDC began archiving digitized data from DMSP-OLS orbits. For
the first time in the history of satellite remote sensing, digitally recorded observations
of nighttime human activity could be analyzed, however, inherent data limitations still
existed. For example, based on the specific gain setting, data collected in densely populated urban regions quickly reached saturation (i.e. digital numbers = 63), resulting
in the degradation of data fidelity for high-end retrievals. Conversely, ephemeral or
faint lighting emissions observed over sparsely populated, rural regions had potential
to be “invisible” or missed during the satellite pass, if emissions fell below low-end
detection capabilities of the sensor (i.e. less than 10-9 W cm-2 sr-1 ).

2.2

Previous Studies Using DMSP-OLS Observations

Imagery captured during the nighttime orbit of DMSP-OLS is of particular
importance to nocturnal satellite remote sensing studies because of the opportunity to
observe light emissions from human settlements, fires, natural gas flares, and fishing
boats (Min and Gaba 2014). Through the collection of long-term observations, the
NGDC was able to generate a series of annual and monthly nighttime light composite
products from 1992-2009, known as Stable Lights Images (SLI) (Elvidge et al. 1997).
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During processing, highest quality data of nighttime light sources were isolated by
filtering and omitting observations which were cloud covered, impacted by solar glare
or other atmospheric effects, contained ephemeral lights like wildfires and lightning,
were near the edge of a swath, or greater than quarter-moon phase. This series
of annual and monthly composites allowed previous studies to overcome the lack
of sensor calibration for mapping city lights (Elvidge et al. 1997), urban growth
estimation (Wei et al. 2014), detecting rural electrification in developing countries
(Min et al. 2013; Min and Gaba 2014), and correlating nighttime lights to impervious
surface concentrations around the world (Elvidge et al. 2007).
Previous investigations using DMSP-OLS imagery to determine the feasibility
of detecting power outages are of particular interest to this study, as these provide
the baseline methodology useful for reproducing and extending their efforts. Elvidge
et al. (1999) was the first to show that visual detection of power outages was feasible
using nighttime city light distributions. By comparing a reference SLI image to a
single post-event image, they were able to qualitatively identify locations of lost or
reduced lighting by creating a Red-Green-Blue (RGB) false color composite image.
In this composite, SLI reference lights were assigned to the red (R) channel, while the
cloud-free, post-event image was assigned to the green (G) channel. Finally, a thermal
band corresponding to the post-event image was assigned to the blue (B) channel to
show post-event cloud features. The generated RGB allowed for visual interpretation
of damage, where red pixels corresponded to lights present in the reference SLI image
but not in the post-event image, suggesting a power outage. Yellow pixels indicated
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lights present in both visible images, while cloud features appeared blue and were
shown for awareness of locations where the composite was limited in usefulness.
This technique was applied to the Hurricane Fran severe weather event of
7 September 1996, which produced power outages in North Carolina. To estimate
outages, the study overlaid the 7 September 1996 DMSP image on a reference SLI
image to generate a color composite. Light sources appearing at least 93% of the time
in the SLI reference image provided a threshold by which any estimated outage can be
compared. That is, if a light source occurred at least 93% in the SLI reference image
but was missing from the post-event image (7 September 1996), confident assignment
of a power outage was assigned to the light source in question. Elvidge et al. (1999)
concluded that given the low-light detection capabilities of DMSP-OLS, this sensor
alone possessed the capability to detect power outages within cloud-free conditions.
In addition to detecting lights missing from a stable city light composite,
previous studies have used successive satellite passes to monitor the rate and location
of recovery following disaster events. Disasters can disrupt the power grid for multiple
days, giving satellites multiple opportunities to acquire data over cloud-free areas.
Aubrecht et al. (2009) suggested it was possible to track the gradual recovery of power
by repeatedly generating RGB composites each night following a disaster event. These
RGBs were generated using the same methodology as Elvidge et al. (1999). Using
Hurricane Wilma as an example case, the study was able to demonstrate initial outage
detection along southern Florida on the night of landfall. Three post-event, cloudfree images were then used to monitor light recovery as utilities worked to restore
power. Successive RGB composites indicated this recovery as lights in the region
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trended toward full yellow, or near normal pre-event levels. Though successfully
demonstrated for visual interpretation, it was not validated against a power outage
data set to assess the accuracy of outage estimates in the RGB products.
Kohiyama et al. (2004) extended power outage detection using DMSP-OLS
by proposing two estimation methods for detecting losses or reductions in city lights
following earthquake events. Both methods were quantitative in nature, based on 95%
and 99% significance levels that assumed the brightness of city lights fluctuated as
normal random variables with constant standard deviation. This was a clear shift from
qualitative RGB composites produced for simple visual interpretation to quantitative
analyses. First, a Bi-Temporal Images (BTI) method was used to compare single preand post-event images of similar gain settings and comparable lunar illumination or
moon phase. While acknowledging a thorough understanding of city light variability
can only be achieved given a statistically significant number of pre-event observations,
this simple method was proposed as a practical approach during urgent, post-disaster
situations. To overcome this limitation, the approach assumed that the radiance
emitted from any urban area follows the same Gaussian distribution as any other
DMSP image, as long as the gain setting of OLS was comparable.
Working under this assumption, it was then possible to compare radiance
values between two DMSP-OLS images that covered the same geographic region.
If these images were acquired before and after an event, it was hypothesized that a
reduction in lights were caused by the earthquake damage. To define the thresholds for
a statistically significant reduction, 95% and 99% significance levels were calculated
based on Gaussian distributions of city lights in the pre-event image. With these
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levels calculated, pixel-based confidences were assigned to determine the likelihood of
an outage to any given pixel in the images. Coloring of significance levels, yellow and
red, respectively, allowed for damage proxy maps to be produced for use in disaster
response situations.
To overcome limitations posed by the BTI method and to increase the likelihood of acquiring a representative, cloud-free, pre-event image, Kohiyama et al.
(2004) also proposed the use of a Time-Series Images (TSI) method. This approach
increased the number of pre-event images to include the darkest ten days of each lunar cycle (i.e. near new moon) for three consecutive months, totaling ∼ 30 nighttime
images. By doing so, this increased the likelihood that a cloud-free observation would
be achieved for each pixel in the scene at least once in the time series. Furthermore,
images acquired in the months closest to the event date ensured an accurate representation of pre-event city lights. To calculate significance levels for determining damage
to pixels, the same method as the BTI was employed and pixels were similarly colored
in damage proxy maps.
Both these methods showed satisfactory performance following the Western Indian earthquake of 26 January 2001, when compared to documented damage statistics
from the State of Gujarat. Each method estimated the cities of Bhuj, Bachau, and
Anjar to have been damaged with 95% and 99% confidence, which coincided with the
validation data that indicated widespread damage to buildings and numerous fatalities in these cities. The study concluded that each approach could be improved with
use of next generation satellites and sensors like the Suomi-NPP VIIRS, given the
improved geolocation accuracy and higher radiometric resolution.
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Even with inherent sensor limitations imposed by DMSP-OLS, previous studies clearly demonstrated the feasibility of detecting and monitoring power outages
following disaster events. The ability to detect and monitor city lights at night on
short and long time scales has produced an entire sub-discipline for optical satellite
remote sensing. Short-term reductions in, or complete loss of these light features can
serve as an indication of damage in the area co-located with the pixel(s) of interest.
Reported data sets have been used to validate estimates made by previous DMSPOLS analyses with agreeable success. As concluded by Kohiyama et al. (2004), next
generation satellite sensors (such as VIIRS) build upon capabilities offered by DMSPOLS in hopes of improving detection frequency and accuracy across a broader range
of light emission levels.

2.3

Satellite Characteristics and Observations: Suomi-NPP VIIRS DNB

Launched on 28 October 2011, the Suomi-NPP satellite is the product of a
joint initiative between NOAA and NASA. Named after Dr. Verner E. Suomi, the
mission of Suomi-NPP is to provide risk reduction for capabilities of the Joint Polar
Satellite System (JPSS), in addition to providing continuity for NASAs Earth Observing System (EOS) Terra and Aqua climate research satellites (Miller et al. 2012).
Onboard Suomi-NPP, the VIIRS sensor features 22 broadband spectral channels from
the visible through the thermal portions of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum (0.4
µm-13.0 µm). Principal features for the sensor draw upon lessons learned from legacy
sensors such as the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) and the
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS). For example, VIIRS fol16

lows a sun-synchronous orbit at mean altitude of 843 km, making it comparable to
the 833 km and 705 km altitudes used by the aforementioned sensors, respectively.
Furthermore, VIIRS features similarly located bands in the VIS, NIR, and TIR, as
compared to its predecessors.
To extend the field of nighttime satellite remote sensing, VIIRS features a
DNB that collects panchromatic images from 0.505 to 0.890 µm (center wavelength
at 0.705 µm) during both day and nighttime orbit passes. A major difference between VIIRS and its predecessor is the equatorial crossing time near 0130 local time,
which starkly contrasts with near 1930 local equatorial crossing time for DMSP-OLS.
Though nighttime lighting has been shown to peak prior to 2200 local time, there is
still sufficient lighting available during VIIRS overpasses which are above the DNB
minimum detection limit of around 2 x 10-10 W cm-2 sr-1 (Elvidge et al. 2013).
Three overlapping gain settings (high, medium, and low) span seven orders
of magnitude of observed radiance by selecting the most appropriate value based on
scene illumination (Mills et al. 2010). As the radiometer scans each scene horizontally,
all three gain settings simultaneously scan the image using relative radiometric gains
of 119,000:477:1 (high, medium, low gain). Once each five-minute granule is scanned,
the VIIRS Electronics Module (EM) selects a gain setting that allows for the clearest
observation without saturation in dense urban areas (Lee et al. 2006). Calibration is
achieved for the DNB via a daytime, onboard solar diffuser. This calibration allows
for consistent in-band units of radiance to be stored for quantitative applications
of low-light DNB observations, a feature not offered by DMSP-OLS (Miller et al.
2013). Calibrated radiances are estimated to have an overall accuracy of ± 2%, which
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is comparable to other VIIRS channels, but post-launch validation and calibration
studies continue (Cao et al. 2013). Through the use of a solar diffuser, VIIRS is
able to capture consistent, radiometrically-calibrated images over a single orbit that
includes both daytime and nighttime passes.
The DNB features several other improvements over DMSP-OLS. Lee et al.
(2006) and Elvidge et al. (2013) each provided detailed descriptions regarding the
new sensor developments and their impacts on future studies. Improved radiometric
resolution is achieved with onboard digitization and storage ability of 13 bits (8,192
levels) during medium and low gains and 14 bits (16,384 levels) for the high gain
setting. Furthermore, the sensor maintains consistent pixel geometry across the swath
by use of Charge-Coupled Devices (CCD), which have individual detectors smaller
than the area of each DNB pixel. By aggregating these detections into groups acrossand along track (32 aggregation zones on each side at nadir), the sensor maintains
near-constant 742 m spatial resolution (± 5%) across the imaged swath (Lee et al.
2006).
Maybe the most obvious improvement, however, is the reduction in overall
pixel size. DNB pixels, as compared to DMSP-OLS, are 45 times finer at nadir (0.74
km versus 5.0 km) and 88 times finer near the edge of the swath (0.74 km versus
7.0 km) (Elvidge et al. 2013). Further, similarly sized Horizontal Spatial Resolution
(HSR) and Horizontal Sampling Interval (HSI) allow for the storage of geometricallyaccurate, sharp DNB pixels across the entire scan (Miller et al. 2013). DMSP-OLS
suffered from a degree of haziness in each image, because of a large difference in
size between HSR and HSI capabilities. Both of these modifications drastically im18

prove the ability of the VIIRS DNB to detect even the faintest light sources on the
ground while maintaining data accuracy, geometry, and fidelity. Overall, radiometric
accuracy, spatial resolution, radiometric calibration, and geometric quality were all
improved while the issue of data saturation was largely eliminated with the launch of
this satellite. In many ways, observations made by VIIRS DNB represent improvements in low-level nighttime imaging capabilities compared to the highest quality,
post-processed DMSP-OLS data. This platform allows calibrated, scientific studies
of nocturnal human activity to be performed well into the foreseeable future with
continued availability from future JPSS satellites.

2.4

Previous Studies Using VIIRS DNB Observations

With numerous scientific studies to draw from using legacy DMSP-OLS imagery, many of the first investigations using VIIRS DNB were reexaminations of
earlier work using the improved sensor. Nocturnal human activity is continuously
expanding, which gives plenty of opportunity for new science and application questions to be answered using this unique dataset. Some of these questions capitalize
on DNB low-light detections by exploring: nighttime city light compositing (Baugh
2013), identifying point source, stable light emissions (Cao and Bai 2014), correlating
nighttime lights to GDP and electrical consumption (Shi et al. 2014b), extracting and
estimating built urban areas (Shi et al. 2014a), and detecting oil slicks in scenes with
moon glint present (Hu et al. 2015).
The ability to detect power outages and monitor recovery also saw an improvement with the release of VIIRS DNB data to end users. Despite availability to
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the entire scientific community, the relatively recent release of data (January 2012),
coupled with a reduced prevalence of disaster events in recent years, has limited the
number of opportunities to apply this data for power outage detection.
Cao et al. (2013) used DNB radiance data to identify power outages from two
severe weather events: the Washington, D.C. derecho in June 2012 and Hurricane
Sandy in October 2012. These areas were investigated as a time series to quantify
radiance changes as a result of severe weather damage. The aforementioned disaster
events were further subset to specific Regions of Interest (ROIs). The Washington,
D.C. metro area (40 km2 ), Rockville, Maryland (10 km2 ), and Dulles International
Airport in Virginia (1 km2 ) served as ROIs for the derecho event, while Middletown,
New Jersey (30 km2 ), Atlantic City, New Jersey (15 km2 ), Queens, New York (10
km2 ), and Manhattan, New York (4 km2 ) were used for Hurricane Sandy.
Data was quality controlled using strict criteria, including the VIIRS cloud
mask (VCM) product and removal of lunar radiance contributions to the scene. A
top-of-atmosphere (TOA) spectral lunar irradiance model (MT2009) developed by
Miller et al. (2009) was employed to estimate reflectivity from the lunar surface when
greater than quarter-moon phase. To limit the impact of moonlight, lunar radiances
were subtracted from each scene before change-detection radiance comparisons were
performed.
Five consecutive cloud-free, pre-event images (24 to 28 June) were acquired
over Washington, D.C. and the eastern U.S. seaboard preceding the 28 June 2012
derecho event. From these pre-event images, a single, one-night average radiance value
was calculated for each of the three ROIs, to serve as “normal” radiance emissions in
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those areas. Finally, these single-night averages were averaged to produce a single,
five-night average radiance for each ROI.
Following the derecho, six post-event images (30 June to 6 July) were used to
assess reductions in lights caused by the storm. Consistent with the pre-event method,
a single radiance value was calculated for each ROI, in each of the post-event images.
With pre- and post-event radiance levels known, the study then identified outages in
each of these ROIs by defining light outage percentage as:


LODN B (ROI) =

Ln − Ls
Ln


,

(2.1)

where Ln was the five-night average DNB radiance value at each ROI and Ls
was the single, post-event average DNB radiance value.
The earliest cloud-free, post-event image came on 30 June and allowed for
initial estimates of outages caused by the storm. During this peak outage night,
LODNB (Washington, D.C.) was 38.9 ±7.4%, LODNB (Rockville, MD) was 55.4 ±2.2%,
and LODNB (Dulles, VA) was 31.22 ±1.3%. A validating power outage report (SitRep)
from the U.S. Department of Energy (DoE), Office of Electrical Delivery and Energy
Reliability (OE) was then used to compare results. By percentage of total customers,
the DoE report documented outages in each ROI on 30 June of ∼26.3%, ∼67.5%,
and ∼31.5%, respectively. Near perfect detection was achieved near the Dulles, VA
airport (0.28% difference) while the Washington D.C. metro area and Rockville, MD
also had agreeable results (∼12% difference). Rates of recovery were also estimated
using the post-event image acquired on 4 July (6 nights after the event) when results
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indicated each ROI had recovered to 88.5 ±0.9%, 77.4 ±4.3%, and 81.9 ±4.8% of
their pre-storm levels, respectively. These estimates also had agreeable comparisons
to DoE evaluations of ∼93%, ∼83%, and ∼84%, respectively.
Hurricane Sandy was also analyzed using identical methodology to the Washington D.C. derecho over ROIs, including Middletown and Atlantic City, NJ as well
as Queens and Manhattan, NY. Due to extensive cloud cover associated with this
storm, only three images (22 October, 1 November, and 16 November) were available
for analysis. A single, pre-event “normal” radiance value was calculated using the 22
October image. Immediate outage estimates were identified using the 1 November
image while recovery to pre-event levels was computed using the 16 November image.
The study estimated outages on 1 November of 82.3% (17.7% of normal), 44.0% (56%
of normal), 53.4% (46.6% of normal), and 51.1% (48.9% of normal) in each ROI, respectively. Again, outage estimates from the study correlated well with documented
percent of total customers without power information provided by a Jersey Central
Power and Light report for Middletown (∼77.6%) and by the New Jersey state DoE
report on Hurricane Sandy for Atlantic City (∼45%). Outage information for the two
New York-based ROIs was not available.
The study concluded it was practical to estimate power outages using DNB
data, based upon agreeable comparisons with their validation data set. Limitations
of DNB data hindered their study by confining analysis over cloud-free pixels, making it difficult to account for variations in lunar contributions (i.e. lack of lunar
Bi-directional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) model information) and atmospheric conditions (i.e. TOA radiances) as well as variations in radiance with
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changes in observation angle and time. Changes in retrieved radiances due to variations in human activity were addressed by generating a five-day average, though daily
pre-event fluctuations were estimated to be ∼ 4-5% for Rockville, MD and Dulles,
VA, and 11% for the Washington, D.C. metro area. This high degree of variability can
be addressed by increasing the number of pre-event images included in the average
composite to account for weekly, monthly, seasonal, and annual variations in human
light use habits.
Molthan et al. (2013) also investigated outages during Hurricane Sandy in
October 2012. This study employed a near-real time (NRT) response using DNB
imagery to provide products for immediate detection of outages and long-term monitoring of recovery. Similar to methodology first employed by Elvidge et al. (1999)
and followed by Aubrecht et al. (2009), the study aimed to detect outages via a
qualitative, false color RGB composite product. In contrast to the earlier studies,
however, pre-event imagery was assigned to both the red and green channel while a
cloud-clear post-event image populated the blue. In this composite, unaffected light
sources appeared as white pixels, while lights illuminated before, but not after the
event were colored yellow and the presence of post-event clouds was assigned blue
tones.
Applied to Hurricane Sandy, they were able to show clear indications of power
outages along coastal northern New Jersey, the Manhattan neighborhood of New
York City and western Long Island on 1 November. Though no statistical validation
was done to compare DNB-estimated outages composite to documented reports, local
utilities and media outlets were reporting outages in pixels identified as yellow in the
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composite. The study concluded that improved clear sky, pre-event composites in
varying atmospheric and lunar conditions would provide the opportunity to perform
a quantitative analysis of power outages.
These previous works, using both DMSP-OLS and VIIRS DNB, demonstrated
the feasibility of deriving radiances from polar-orbiting satellite sensors during nighttime overpasses. The ability to observe the Earth at night has generated a multitude
of questions about human activity over time. Identifying stable city light features,
assessing the availability of electricity in developing areas, and correlating nighttime
lights with GDP are all possible using this technology. Though a relatively new and
unexplored area of satellite remote sensing, power outage detection has been proven
feasible using pre- and post-event nighttime city light imagery. Recovery monitoring
is an additional capability afforded during successive post-event satellite passes not
impacted by cloud cover. The next chapters will describe an improved DNB dataset
used in this study and the methods used to analyze the coverage of quality assurance
(QA) indicators, city light variability, pixel-based variability, and estimation of power
outages
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CHAPTER 3

DATA AND METHODOLOGY

Previous studies used data from the DMSP-OLS and Suomi-NPP VIIRS satellite sensors to observe human activity at night. These images, however, post-processed
images to omit cloudy and moon-lit observations using other VIS/NIR satellite bands
and lunar phase information (Elvidge et al. 1997). While clouds continue to restrict
analyses by completely obstructing or diffusing city lights, contributions from lunar
illumination can now be characterized and removed from DNB images. Product improvements and calculations of a lunar Bi-directional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) provide nightly lunar contribution estimates to perform such corrections. These estimates allow for further isolation of anthropogenic light emissions by
removing the lunar radiance component on nights greater than quarter-moon phase.
The following section describes the VIIRS DNB dataset used in this study, related
post-processing and quality assurance (QA) flags, and how this product provides an
improved dataset over those used by previous studies. Ancillary supporting datasets
and overall study methodology are also discussed.
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3.1

Gridded VIIRS DNB Data

Provided by the Terrestrial Information System Laboratory at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), a 30 arc-second (0.0083o , ∼1-km) nightly, gridded
DNB product provides a historical baseline of nighttime satellite observations over
the continental United States (CONUS). Developed by Dr. Miguel Román and colleagues, the product seeks to provide a calibrated, gridded VIIRS DNB product for a
variety of nighttime satellite remote sensing science applications (M. Román, personal
communication). During post-processing, each nightly VIIRS pass over CONUS is
gridded on a latitude-longitude grid. Building upon inherent satellite capabilities as
described in Section 2.3, the product is further refined using the VCM, lunar phase
information, lunar BRDF algorithm corrections, and a VIIRS Fractional Snow Cover
Mask. These ancillary datasets allow raw, TOA radiance values to be tested against
cloud and snow cover, in addition to lunar phase, isolating the highest quality DNB
data.
The product includes two GeoTIFF files for each night. The first file contains
two raster bands: TOA DNB radiance (W m-2 sr-1 ) and lunar BRDF-corrected TOA
DNB radiance (Table 3.1). The second file contains all QA flags for the corresponding
DNB radiance values (Table 3.2). By applying the QA flags, highest quality data
retrievals can be isolated to extract uncontaminated observations.
The Mandatory QA Flag in Band 1 of the QA GeoTIFF is the result of a
four-test process which provides fundamental corrections that apply to most science
applications requiring cloud clearing and consistent pixel geometry (Table 3.3). To
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Table 3.1: Measurements of radiance provided by the GSFC Terrestrial Information
System Laboratory nightly gridded VIIRS DNB product.
Band Explanation
1
Raw, TOA DNB Radiances (W m-2 sr-1 )
2
Lunar BRDF-corrected TOA Radiances (W m-2 sr-1 )

Table 3.2: Quality assurance indicators provided by the GSFC Terrestrial Information System Laboratory which accompany the nightly gridded VIIRS DNB product.
Band
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Explanation (Value Range)
Mandatory QA Flag (0=High Quality, 1=Low Quality)
Solar Zenith Angle (SZA) (degrees)
Satellite Viewing Zenith Angle (VZA) (degrees)
VCM (0,1,2,3; Fill=255) 0=Cloud-free, 1=Probably Clear,
2=Probably Cloudy, 3=Confidently Cloudy
Lunar-illumination Flag (0=Moon-lit or >25%, 1=Moon-free or
<25%)
Lunar BRDF Inversion Flag (0=Full-inversion, 1=Bias-corrected,
2=No BRDF)
Fractional Snow Cover (0-100%, Fill=255)

Table 3.3: Quality assurance thresholds applied to the Mandatory QA flag.
Test
1
2
3
4

Explanation (Thresholds)
Day/Night Test (SZA >101o )
Cloud Mask Test (VCM=Confidently Clear or 0)
Nearest Nadir Test (VZA <aggregation zones 29-32 (or 50o -60o ))
BRDF Retrieval Test (Moon-free night: Band 5=1 always; Moonilluminated: Band 6=0 or 1)

be assigned a Mandatory QA Flag of 0 (High Quality), the sun must be below the
horizon (i.e. SZA greater than 101o ), the VCM must have flagged the pixel as confidently clear, the pixel chosen for the final gridded product must not be in aggregation
zones 29-32 (viewing zenith angles of ∼ 50o -60o ) of the DNB swath and a lunar BRDF
retrieval must have been acquired on nights with greater than quarter-moon illumina27

tion (moon-lit hereafter). Test 1 ensures the data is free of stray light contamination
or any solar contribution to the image scene. This type of contamination obscures the
resulting product by leaving a white streak across the image, as shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Example of stray light contamination across the top edge of the CONUS
domain.

Test 2 uses the VCM to flag cloud-contaminated pixels which completely obscure or diffuse emission signals, depending on the cloud type and optical thickness.
These features reduce the radiance detected by the sensor, introducing potential false
signals since observations of interest to this study are reductions in light emissions.
Test 3 is implemented to reduce the impact of geometric distortion as pixels increase
in area moving across the swath. Previous studies have noted inaccuracies in DNB
pixel geometry (i.e. increasing area covered by each pixel, up to 5%) near satellite
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scan angles of 50o -60o , which motivates the selection of pixels nearest to nadir (Baugh
2013). Finally, Test 4 assesses the availability of a lunar BRDF retrieval for each pixel
in the final product. When the scene is moon-free (<0.0005 lux; less than quarter
moon), Test 5 in the QA GeoTIFF (Lunar Illumination Flag) will always be equal
to 1 and a lunar BRDF retrieval is not necessary due to negligible lunar contribution. When the moon is greater than quarter-moon phase (moon-lit), Test 6 (Lunar
BRDF Inversion Flag) in the QA GeoTIFF will either return a full inversion or bias
correction and Test 4 in the Mandatory QA Flag will pass. By guaranteeing a lunar BRDF retrieval, it can be trusted that pixels used for any temporal analysis are
not impacted by lunar illumination which may increase observed radiances (Román
and Stokes 2015). The lunar BRDF correction subtracts the radiance of moonlight
reflected from the land surface from the DNB radiance.
This mandatory QA test and the thresholds used are identical to those used by
Baugh et al. (2010) when producing the NOAA SLI monthly and annual nighttime
composites. The only exception is the interpretation of the lunar test. In the SLI
(Black Marble) product, only moon-free observations are kept for the final product.
With the inclusion of a newly-generated, nightly lunar BRDF model accompanying
the DNB dataset of this study, moon-lit observations from all lunar phases can be
included in the high quality period of record, so long as a BRDF estimate is valid
for the pixel in question. Doing so ensures observed radiances from surface light
sources are not influenced by contributions of moonlight reflected off of the Earths
surface. The inclusion of this correction extends the period of high-quality VIIRS
DNB observations by allowing analyses to be performed during moon-lit nights. It is
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expected, however, that some amount of lunar reflectance over the full lunar phase
range may be missed by the lunar BRDF algorithm.
The period of record used in this study spans 19 January 2012 to 31 December
2015, or nearly four years (1,442 images) of nightly DNB data. Geographic coverage
of the imagery extends from -130o W and 54o N to -60o W and 20o N. Each DNB
data GeoTIFF is between 100-200 MB in size while the QA GeoTIFF ranges between
40-60 mb for a total data volume of 238 GB. All data processing was performed using
the Python scientific programming language (version 2.7) and supporting libraries
such as Matplotlib, GDAL, Skimage, PIL and h5py.

3.2

Data Quality Analysis

Once data were received, querying was performed to isolate the highest quality
observations, examine temporal city light emission variability, and detect reductions
in city light emissions caused by severe weather events (power outages).
Criteria for data selection included the following tests:
• QA Band 1 Mandatory Test (Band 1 = 0 or High Quality)
– By using this QA flag, data is confirmed to be taken at night, free of
clouds, nearest nadir (i.e. minimal geometric distortion), and with an
associated lunar BRDF retrieval of known quality level (full inversion or
bias correction). These quality indicators are all essential for isolating
emissions at night without environmental or sensor influence.
• QA Band 7 Fractional Snow Cover Flag (Band 7 less than 0.5 or 50%)
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– Due to the relatively high albedo of snow, particularly on near-full moon
nights when reflection of moonlight is maximum, it is assumed in this
study that snow will increase radiance values sensed in each pixel, following Cao et al. (2014). When snow cover is missed by the VIIRS Fractional
Snow Cover Flag, high albedo values (compared against the relatively dark,
nighttime land surface) will increase the observed radiance. As such, the
period of record is limited to only include snow-free pixels, defined as having less than 50% snow coverage in each cell, consistent with VIIRS (and
MODIS) Collection 5 logic (M. Román, personal communication). In an
operational mode, inclusion of these pixels may be necessary. However, for
the purpose of temporal analysis, snow is assumed to be a data contaminant in this study.
• Additional QA Checks
– Clouds: Given known satellite sensor limitations in identifying cloud features at night, additional QA checks were performed to ensure pixels used
for analysis were confidently clear (Rossow and Garder 1993). Using QA
Band 4, pixels identified as confidently cloudy, probably cloudy, and probably clear were all classified as cloud-contaminated for this analysis. Doing
so offers the highest confidence that clouds are masked, and therefore reduces the impact of clouds on the temporal analysis of city lights. Clouds,
however, were still occasionally missed by the VCM (QA Band 4). These
features are shown in Figure 3.2 as light grey objects extending from the
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edges of larger groups of masked cloud features, which are shown in solid
white.

Figure 3.2: Example of missed cloud features in the VCM product over northern
Kansas, Nebraska and central Iowa. Missed clouds appear as irregularly-shaped grey
features identified by arrows and located at the edge of other cloud and fill features,
which are shown in white.

– Known errors: The last querying test omits pixels with data values higher
than 3 x 10-5 W m-2 , which are above the maximum observed radiance
limit and may be caused by missed clouds, lightning, sensor error or other
data issues. Additionally, pixels with values lower than 2 x 10-11 W m-2
were masked, given the minimum known detection limit of the VIIRS DNB
is ∼ 2 x 10-11 W m-2 (Elvidge et al. 2013).
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3.3

2014 U.S. Census Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) Shapefile

To ensure DNB emissions used in this study were constrained to standard
city boundaries, a 2014 U.S. Census MSA shapefile was employed as a data mask
(Figure 3.3). The DNB data product does not provide a distinction between anthropogenic and natural sources of light. Therefore, it is essential to use a shapefile
of city extents (MSAs) to ensure only emissions from municipal areas are extracted
from all other emissions or reflective features in the imagery. Use of this data mask
also allowed for an examination of light emissions at the metropolitan scale, while
subsequent analyses focused on pixel-scale changes.
The MSA shapefile delineates U.S. urban space into two unique classes: urbanized areas and urban clusters. An urbanized area is a “central county” or countyequivalent size area of land in which at least 50% of the population resides in an
urban center with 10,000 or more people. An urban cluster is defined as having
at least one feature of 10,000 and 50,000 or more people located in a single urban
area, as defined by the previous class. The Census further classifies urban landscapes
into metropolitan and micropolitan statistical areas that are used in this study. A
metropolitan statistical area must include at least one urbanized area of 50,000 or
more inhabitants. Micropolitan statistical areas must include one urban cluster of at
least 10,000 but less than 50,000 people (Census 2013).
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Figure 3.3: 2014 U.S. Census MSA shapefile. Areas (polygons) colored blue represent each individual urban cluster/urban area.

3.4

2014 Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) Landscan Population
Raster

For comparison of DNB emissions and population estimates, a 2014 global
population dataset produced by ORNL was employed (Figure 3.4). This product
provides an estimate of ambient (daily average) population. Each pixel in the raster
is assigned an integer population count. Acknowledging the frequent movement of
humans on daily, weekly, and annual scales, the intent of the product is to provide a
model of all human movement, not just permanent settlements (ORNL 2014).
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Inputs to the product include multiple layers of geographic data including Census information, administrative boundaries, land cover, elevation, slope, coastlines,
and high-resolution satellite imagery. Each of these is layered using an interpolation technique developed by ORNL. In each country, the modeling process calculates
a likelihood coefficient of the most likely population count for each grid cell before
comparing their result to census data as a control check for the final output. Finally,
a total population count is assigned to each pixel, proportional to the calculated
population coefficient and census estimate (ORNL 2014).
Mapped on a latitude-longitude grid at the same 30 arc-second (0.0083o , ∼1
km) grid, near-global coverage allowed this study to subset a population dataset to
the same CONUS domain as the DNB imagery. By matching DNB pixels precisely
with Landscan 2014, a pixel-based analyses could be derived. In pixels estimated to
have power outages, Landscan population estimates can be used for validation against
reported estimates of customers without power.

3.5

U.S. Department of Energy (DoE) Situation Reports (SitReps)

In order to evaluate power outage estimates and derived products, a spatial
dataset of known power outages is needed on a pixel-level scale. However, such a
dataset is not yet publically available. In the interim, the DoE provides publicallyavailable, tabular-formatted Situation Reports (SitReps) on their website throughout
high-impact weather events at 1000 and 1500 local time each day. These reports
include tabular information of electrical outages by state with attributes including
the number of current customers affected, percentage of total customers affected, peak
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Figure 3.4: DNB-matching CONUS subset of Landscan 2014 dataset. This subset
provides a pixel-by-pixel match to the DNB for correlation analyses assessing the
agreement between outage estimates and reported number of outages.

outage amounts, and the number customers restored since the peak. This information
has been used to validate derived outage estimates in previous studies (Cao et al. 2013)
and will also be used to evaluate results from this study.
Understanding the accuracy of any derived power outage product is essential
for improving the detection algorithm, approach, and product inputs. After summing the Landscan 2014 CONUS subset to the state level using Geographic Information Systems (GIS) software, DNB-based outage estimates were validated against
the SitRep total for each state, for each night of available cloud-free data throughout
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the event. Because only one DNB image is available for each night, the highest number of current customer outages from the two available SitReps was chosen to serve
as the officially-reported number of customers without power. Total Landscan 2014
population estimates associated with each outage pixel were summed and compared
against the SitRep count. Outage information on a spatial scale comparable to the
DNB (i.e. 1 km) would be an ideal validation dataset. However, these tables are
the best publically available product which provides both spatial (state level) and
temporal (twice daily) information. An example SitRep table for outages in various
states affected by Hurricane Sandy is shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Example DoE SitRep produced at 1500 local time on 5 November 2012
following Hurricane Sandy.

3.6

Temporal City Light Emission Trends

Understanding how city light emissions vary with time is essential for quantifying reductions caused by severe weather events. With a nearly four-year period
of record available, statistics from individual pixels can be derived over snow- and
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cloud-free observations, and during all lunar phases. Using the 2014 MSA shapefile,
the analysis was constrained from the full CONUS domain to twelve municipal areas
(Table 3.4). Doing so allowed an investigation of normal emissions (e.g. single-night
mean, multi-night composite mean, etc.) based on different city sizes, geographic locations, environmental conditions, and overall climate patterns. The output of such
a temporal analysis provides vital information for applying a power outage detection
product in comparable municipal areas, when outages in these areas occur.
The twelve cities selected for temporal analysis were:

Table 3.4: Cities extracted from the MSA shapefile for temporal analysis. 2015 U.S.
Census population estimates and 2014 Landscan population estimates for each MSA
are shown (Census 2015).
City
Atlanta, GA
New Orleans, LA
Dallas, TX
Phoenix, AZ
Los Angeles, CA
Seattle, WA
Denver, CO
St. Louis, MO
New York City, NY
Boston, MA
Minneapolis, MN
Buffalo, NY

2015 U.S. Census
5,710,795
1,262,888
7,102,796
4,574,531
13,340,068
3,733,580
2,814,330
2,811,588
20,182,305
4,774,321
3,524,583
1,135,230

2014 Landscan
4,735,083
931,607
5,484,025
3,736,174
12,584,609
3,219,696
2,489,671
2,243,527
18,690,196
4,444,324
2,815,948
966,907

Using the data querying process described in Section 3.2, these cities were
extracted from the full period of record using the 2014 MSA shapefile. The high
quality observations over each city were processed on a nightly basis. To do so, a
single mean pixel value for all cloud- and snow-free pixels in the entire city area was
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calculated and stored. To inform future use of pre- severe weather event composites,
seven-night, fourteen-night and 30-night backward-looking averages (i.e. current day
and past N days) were also calculated. This was performed to assess the impact
of increasing the length of observations on municipal-scale variability. Variability is
defined as rapid short-term fluctuations in mean DNB radiances, whereas stability is
the tendency for mean DNB values to remain consistent. Both of these metrics were
visually interpreted over varying time scales. If a shorter time period has comparable
stability of “normal lights” to that of a longer one, it may be advantageous in an operational setting to only acquire the minimum amount of pre-event data necessary for
an accurate estimate, particularly if storage limitations are a concern. As clouds clear
and post-event observations become available, subsequent images can be acquired to
monitor recovery rates and locations.
These four different averages were plotted for each city over the entire period
of record to assess normal emission levels and the degree of fluctuation of each city
over varying time scales. Due to known limitations of the VCM during nighttime
passes, the percentage of high-quality, cloud-free observations over the MSA was
also used to color code nightly mean values. It was hypothesized that cloud cover
over a portion of the MSA would reduce the DNB-observed radiance by partially
obscuring anthropogenic light emissions from reaching the sensor. However, in pixels
that are cloudy but missed by the VCM, the relatively high albedo of these features,
as compared with the dark, nighttime land surface, may actually increase the DNBobserved radiance. Both instances are characterized as false radiance observations
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by this study given the goal of isolating anthropogenic light emissions and limiting
sensor/environmental influence.

3.7

Pixel-based, Period of Record Statistics

Municipal-scale statistics can inform city light variability with coarse resolution, but pixel-based statistics provide more precise mapping of outage and affected
areas. For the purpose of detecting electrical outages, the finest resolution possible
offered by the product (e.g. 1 km) should be utilized and provided in derived products. By identifying individual pixels identified as outages, satellite-derived products
can provide relatively precise locations of damaged areas, possibly as fine as 1 km2 .
Pixel-based mean and standard deviation values were calculated over the full
CONUS domain using all high-quality DNB images. These values were then mapped
to assess the distribution of city lights, their mean emission values, variance, and
image artifacts. The CONUS domain was subset to the New York and New Jersey
region for visual interpretation of products where Hurricane Sandy made landfall and
caused the most reported damage.

3.8

Generating a Power Outage Detection Product

The application developed by this work is a baseline understanding of nighttime light variability for the generation of a near-real time power outage detection
product over individual pixels comprising larger cities. Building upon previous work,
using the best available sensor and state-of-the-art post-processing, the following sec-
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tions describe the methodology used to estimate reductions in these lights for a case
study disaster event.

3.8.1

Case Study
Hurricane Sandy was an extra-tropical cyclone by the time it made landfall

in New Jersey late in October 2012. When it hit Atlantic City, NJ at 2000 EST on
30 October 2012, 90 mph (40.23 m s-1 ) winds affected the area as a result of two
frontal boundaries colliding, which in turn provided an enhanced environment for
storm circulation (Halverson and Rabenhorst 2013). To exacerbate the issue, these
boundaries were located over New Jersey, creating ideal conditions for a devastating
impact to the surrounding areas. The storm left $78-$97 billion in damage, second
only to Hurricane Katrina in the past 24 years (Kunz et al. 2013).
In total, 21 states from Indiana to Maine were impacted by disruptions to
the power grid as a result of Hurricane Sandy and the subsequent extra-tropical
transition. In Lower Manhattan, the power grid was suspended as a precautionary
measure for several days. Along the New Jersey coastline and into Long Island, New
York, power outages peaked on 29 October and persisted until complete restoration
on 19 November, a full three weeks later Figure 3.6. By 7 November, 84% of all
customers had power restored to normal levels, but customers in coastal New Jersey
were not repaired until a week and a half later due to widespread damage in these
areas (Kunz et al. 2013). Figure 3.6 shows the percentage of customers without power
during the three-week event.
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Figure 3.6: Timeline of power restoration following Hurricane Sandy, reproduced
from Kunz et al. (2013).

Pre- and post-event data arrays were analyzed to identify short-term changes
in light emissions and the gradual recovery to normal levels as utility crews restored
power. 30 July through 4 November served as the record of data for the case study. 30
July-28 October (90 nights) provided a pre-event record of “normal lights” defined as
pixel-based mean radiance for pixels across the eastern U.S. seaboard. 30 October-4
November (6 nights) served as post-event, single images to compare against the preevent composite for cloud-free observations. Each image was prepared using the DNB
lunar BRDF-corrected radiance data and ancillary quality flags to remove contami-
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nated data, as described in Section 3.2. Post-event images with complete cloud cover
from 29 October-7 November were omitted from each estimation method.

3.8.2

RGB False Color Composites
To replicate previous power outage detection efforts (Elvidge et al. 1999;

Aubrecht et al. 2009; Molthan and Jedlovec 2013), RGB composites were generated for the Hurricane Sandy time period. The pre-event, 90-day pixel-based mean
composite served as normal light emissions for the study area. Images recorded following the event were then visually inspected for cloud cover over the study area
and selected for processing. Post-event images used for analysis that were free of
cloud cover over the Mid-Atlantic and New England included nights from 30 October
through 4 November.
To produce false color composites that highlight reductions in lights, pre- and
post-event images were assigned to red, green, and blue components of an RGB image.
The 90-day pre-event mean composite was assigned to both the red (R) and green
(G) channels while each post-event image was separately and consecutively assigned
to the blue (B) channel to generate nightly composite products similar to Molthan et
al. (2013). In the resulting composites, lights unaffected by the storm appear white,
indicating their presence throughout the event. Yellow pixels indicate areas where
lights have been either reduced or are completely out. Finally, post-event clouds
were colored blue to indicate where the analysis was restricted. These false color
composites provide visual outage estimates and can be quickly produced for first-pass
situation assessment.
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3.8.3

Percent of Normal Approach: Pixel-based Mean Composites
Building upon previous work, this study reassessed previous methodologies

with new DNB products that extend the period of record of available data. Cao et
al. (2013) used a five-night, pre-event running average to represent “normal” light
distributions. A “percent outage” was then assigned to each pixel, using the following
definition:


LODN B (ROI) =

Ln − Ls
Ln


,

(3.1)

where Ln was the 5-night average DNB radiance value at each ROI and Ls was
the single, post-event average DNB radiance value.
To calculate the percent of normal and outage in this study, the 90-night
pre-event mean composite was subset to the Hurricane Sandy impact region (i.e.
South-Atlantic, Mid-Atlantic and New England states) and used as “normal” light
emissions (Pre). Clouds and snow were filtered from the remaining six post-event
images before comparison against the pre-event mean composite (Post). Percent of
normal (Pctnormal ) in this study was then defined as:


P ctnormal = 100 ×

P ost
P re


,

(3.2)

where Post is the single, post-event image and Pre is the pre-event mean
composite.
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The Pctnormal was then generated for each cloud- and snow-free post-event
image. Pctnormal of 25% and 50% were then selected as thresholds, and pixels below
these values were assumed to be outages. Each available post-event image was then
processed using the described methodology and pixels meeting the two thresholds
were isolated. These isolated pixels were mapped to Landscan 2014 populations and
summed by state before comparison against DoE outage reports to assess the accuracy
of each threshold. Examining multiple percentage thresholds allowed this study to
test the relationship between remotely sensed radiances and the reported number of
customers without power. Finally, the impact of isolating DNB pixels within urban
areas defined by the 2014 MSA Shapefile examined improvements in estimations by
limiting the proposed percent of normal products to these areas, rather than including
all available cloud- and snow-free pixels.

3.8.4

Percentile Approach
To explore outage estimation, a comparison of post-event observations against

a pre-event period of record was performed using a percentile approach. To perform
this calculation, pixel radiances from the pre-event period of record were sorted from
low to high. Post-event observations were then assigned a percentile value based on
their ranking.
This study reassessed the feasibility of a “percentile” approach by Kohiyama
et al. (2004), applied to Hurricane Sandy, using an improved gridded DNB dataset
that allowed for the use of nighttime observations regardless of moon phase. To avoid
known limitations associated with the BTI method, only the TSI approach was em-
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ployed. Again the 90-night pre-event mean composite provided the distribution of
“normal” lights in South Atlantic, Mid-Atlantic, and New England states. Once generated, the composite allowed for the calculation of radiance percentiles that convey
where the post-event values fell within the broader range of pre-event values. To inform future product development, every fifth pre-event percentile was calculated and
compared against post-event observations. Post-event pixels estimated to be less than
the 25th to 30th and 45th to 50th percentiles were then isolated and used as thresholds
for validation. Finally, pixels at each threshold were summed by state and compared
against co-located Landscan population estimates and the associated DoE report.

3.8.5

Image Texture Approach: Homogeneity/Dissimilarity Analysis
An alternative approach to identifying power outages is to use textural image

information to detect changes in the image scene, before and after a severe weather
event. Textural information refers to the spatial distributions of tonal variations
within a band or image (Haralick et al. 1973). That is, the way neighboring pixel
radiances compare with adjacent pixels can provide information about the image
which cannot be obtained through the previously discussed statistical approaches.
Using the same pre- and post-event image comparison technique, the 90-night preevent mean composite image was used as “normal” light distributions for the study
area. This composite and the clearest-sky post-event image (1 November), were then
converted to 8-bit (256 levels) grey level images. DNB radiance values were assigned
to a 10-base logarithm and scaled from 10-11 to 10-7 to enhance individual city lights
in the images.
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From these 8-bit images, a Grey-Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) was
calculated to serve as the basis for subsequent image texture calculations. In the
GLCM, parameters like the size of the “neighborhood” pixel area (patch size), number
of consecutive pixels within the patch size traversed during each calculation (pixels
away), and the direction of the calculation (0o -360o ) were subjectively tuned to fit the
application of power outage detection. Given the wide range of potential DNB pixel
cluster sizes, it was difficult to arrive at an ideal parameter combination. That is,
small, rural towns only account for a few adjacent pixels while metropolitan areas like
New York City are comprised of hundreds of pixels. Therefore, no single combination
of GLCM parameters were efficient at identifying the widely varying-sized features in
DNB imagery. For final calculations, the optimal parameter arrangement proved to
be a patch size of sixteen pixels, a traversal of four pixels away from the center of the
patch size, and an image direction of 90o . This pre-event setup provided the greatest
level of detail to help identify texture changes as missing or outage lights.
To perform a change detection analysis, all images were processed to calculate
the homogeneity and dissimilarity with a common grey level stretch. Visual comparisons of changes between the pre- and post-event images were then made to assess the
utility of image texture information for estimating power outages. In image texture,
homogeneity is the measure of uniformity of non-zero entries in the calculated GLCM
(Gebejes and Huertas 2013). That is, homogeneity is high if many adjacent pixels
in the GLCM are of comparable grey level values. Conversely, homogeneity is low
when pixels in the GLCM have highly variable grey level values. Dissimilarity, in this
context, is defined as the measure of variation in grey level pairs in an image (Gebejes
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and Huertas 2013). This parameter is maximized when the reference and neighboring
pixels are at opposite grey level value extremes, or highly different from one another.
These parameters are expected to provide impactful measures of variability in the
DNB by identifying city lights present in the pre-event composite but not in the single, post-event images. If city lights are identified as either homogenous or highly
dissimilar, any change in the distribution (i.e. power outages) may be visible in the
resulting image texture calculations.

3.8.6

Validation of Outage Estimates
To assess the accuracy of each quantitative outage detection product (percent

of normal and percentile), Landscan 2014 population estimates and the DoE SitRep
tables were compared. As previously discussed, pixels in the percent of normal and
percentile products which fell below the chosen thresholds (25%, 50% and 25th to
30th , 45th to 50th , respectively) were isolated. Because the Landscan 2014 dataset is
stored at the same pixel resolution and geographic coordinate system as the DNB
imagery, a one-to-one comparison could be made between pixels that fell below the
two thresholds and population estimates. For each threshold, all corresponding postevent Landscan 2014 pixels within each state were summed and stored in an Excel
table alongside the worst-reported DoE outages for the corresponding night and state.
Finally, the resulting table was used to graph the agreement between the DNB outage
estimates and the reported amount of customers without power. State-based bar
charts compare DNB-estimated outages to DoE SitRep reported outages during each
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night. Nightly scatter plots and correlations by estimates and reports allow the overall
nightly accuracy of each product to be determined.
To assess the quality of the DNB, city light variability, and the feasibility
of estimating power outages, the aforementioned methodologies were applied to the
dataset used in this study. Results from each effort are presented in the following
chapters.
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CHAPTER 4

DATA QUALITY, TEMPORAL LIGHT TRENDS, AND PIXEL
STATISTICS

Building upon previous work, this study has adapted prior methodology to
make use of a new, improved dataset capable of producing high-quality observations
independent of moon phase. The following sections present results from the isolation
of highest quality DNB data, temporal emission trends for twelve CONUS cities, and
development of four methods for detecting power outages via a case study disaster
event.

4.1

Data Quality

Following the querying process described in section 3.2, the highest quality
DNB data were isolated to serve as the baseline of nighttime satellite observations.
To assess the locations and prevalence of clouds, snow, and availability of a lunar
BRDF correction, an inventory of each was calculated to assess their frequency. This
effort quantifies the frequency of clouds, snow, and lack of lunar BRDF-corrected
data that challenge outage detections. Information on these parameters also provides
feedback to product developers on any underlying issues with the QA flags. Each QA
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plot represents a pixel-based, nightly frequency for the entire period of record and
each season (∼ 365 nights each), for each QA test performed. Meteorological seasons
within each year were defined as:

• Winter: 1 December - 28/29 February
• Spring: 1 March - 31 May
• Summer: 1 June - 31 August
• Autumn: 1 September - 30 November

To assess seasonal variations in snow and cloud cover, observations from all
available years were included in the final seasonal analysis. Nightly observations
during December, January and February from 2012 to 2015 were used to comprise
the “winter” season image (Figure 4.1).
In addition to assessing the percentage of high quality observations during
all moon phases, it is useful for DNB product evaluation efforts to estimate the
contribution of the lunar BRDF correction during moon-lit (i.e. greater than quartermoon) nights. This quantifies the benefit of adding the lunar BRDF algorithm to
post-processing efforts, which increases the record of useful, high-quality VIIRS DNB
observations rather than focusing on moon- and cloud-free nights, as nights with
greater than quarter-moon phase can now be used in any analysis. As noted earlier,
previous studies were limited to moon-free (i.e. less than quarter-moon) observations
because an effective lunar BRDF correction algorithm did not yet exist. This study
benefited from the inclusion of a lunar BRDF algorithm during post-processing, which
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made the frequency of high quality data dependent upon cloud and snow coverage
rather than lunar phase.
As shown in Figure 4.1a, winter cloud occurrence range from 20-95% throughout much of the United States, with reduced frequency in the drier southwest (25-45%)
and higher frequency downwind of the Great Lakes (60-100%), where winter storms
and lake-effect snow bands are frequent. As expected, snow coverage is maximized
in the winter months with frequencies of 40-100%, with most occurrences north of
45o latitude (Figure 4.1b). Given the relatively high frequency of clouds and snow
during winter months, the resulting number of available moon-free nights without
these features ranges from 5-35% (Figure 4.1c). The minimum frequencies for moonand cloud-free observations ranges from 8% to 10% near Buffalo and Syracuse, NY
where annual snowfall is high. However, the inclusion of nights with greater than
quarter-moon phase (via the BRDF retrievals) significantly increased the number of
available observations to a range of 25-75% across CONUS, an increase of 20-25%
(Figure 4.1d). The majority of the eastern U.S. and Deep South contains about 50%
high-quality coverage during winter while the Appalachian corridor (West Virginia,
Pennsylvania and New York) is the overall minimum at only around 30-40% frequency
during these months.
Cloud cover during spring months slightly decreases in many locations across
CONUS, compared to the winter season (Figure 4.2a). Over the ocean, the relatively warm Gulf Stream produces a quasi-linear stretch of consistent cloud cover
from North Carolina to Nova Scotia. The frequency of snow-filled observations across
CONUS also fell from 60-100% coverage in winter months to 50-80% during springtime
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Figure 4.1: Data quality observations during winter seasons of 2012 through 2015. a)
Percent of cloudy observations defined by the QA product described in Table 3.2. b)
As in a), but for snow-filled observations. c) As in a), but for high-quality, moon- and
cloud-free observations. d) As in a), but for high-quality observations independent of
moon phase (valid lunar BRDF).

(Figure 4.2b). Snow cover is limited to Canada and isolated portions of the Rocky
Mountains of Colorado, Montana, Wyoming, and Utah with 60% to 80% frequency.
Comparable to winter months, moon- and cloud-free observations were limited to a
maximum of 40% observations during spring months and are confined to southwestern
CONUS, extending eastward into the Plains (Figure 4.2c). High quality observations
regardless of moon phase are widespread during spring months (Figure 4.2d). Frequencies in the dry southwest reach as high as 90%, while frequencies in eastern
CONUS range 45-70%.
In summer months, cloud cover is an overall annual minimum across the domain (Figure 4.3a). Western CONUS, particularly California and Arizona are the
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Figure 4.2: As in Figure 4.1, but for the spring season.

least cloud-covered (5-40%) during summer months, consistent with the dry summertime climate of these areas. Stratus cloud decks in the Pacific Ocean produce
consistent cloud cover (80-90%) in coastal areas from Baja California to the state
of Washington. The rest of the domain experienced cloud cover in 40-60% of observations. One interesting feature to note are the areas of 90-100% cloud coverage
off the coast of Cape Cod, MA. The two cloudy areas are collocated with Georges
Bank, the Bay of Fundy, and the Scotian Shelf, areas of shallow water which produce
consistent summertime cloud cover. Snow-filled observations are at an annual minimum during the summer and limited to an isolated stretch of the Rocky and Coastal
mountain ranges in British Columbia and northern Washington (Figure 4.3b). In
these locations, snow cover only affects 5-10% of all observations, consistent with
warmer temperatures in summer months. The frequency of high-quality, moon- and
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cloud-free observations are an overall annual maximum over southwestern CONUS
(Figure 4.3c). That is, 50% of summertime moon- and cloud-free observations are
of high quality, with values ranging from 20-40% in the rest of the domain. Finally,
high-quality observations independent of moon phase also reach an overall annual
maximum (Figure 4.3d). Observations in most of the central valley in California and
the rest of western CONUS range from 70-95% coverage, providing excellent opportunity for analysis in these locations. In most other locations, 45-65% of all observations
are of highest quality.

Figure 4.3: As in Figure 4.1, but for the summer season.

The frequency of most QA indicators during the autumn season exhibit comparable coverage to those seen in spring months. Cloud cover affects 50% of observations
for much of CONUS, with the least coverage ranging from 5-20% in the southwest
(Figure 4.4a). Snow-filled observations are again limited to the northern latitudes
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and locations with high annual snowfall rates (Figure 4.4b). Frequency of snow
across Canada ranges from 20-35% while coverage in CONUS is limited from 5-25%.
Also comparable to the spring season, high-quality moon- and cloud-free observations
account for a maximum coverage of 40% in the southwest (Figure 4.4c). Most of the
remaining domain ranges between 20-35% coverage, with the minimum values found
along the Appalachian corridor. Finally, high-quality observations independent of
moon phase provide frequencies in the southwest between 70-90% (Figure 4.4d). Frequencies across the rest of the domain range between 50-70%, providing reasonable
opportunity for high-quality observations in most CONUS locations.

Figure 4.4: As in Figure 4.1, but for the autumn season.

After masking out cloud- and snow-filled observations, the highest quality, lunar BRDF-corrected observations remained. As expected, the southwestern portion of
the U.S. has highest percent coverage of these observations over each meteorological
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season. The majority of the eastern and southern U.S. has about 50% high quality coverage during winter while the Appalachian corridor is at a minimum of high
quality observations during the same season. This coverage over most of CONUS
provides reasonable opportunity for satellite observations of city lights, even in the
most challenging environments. Finally, the inclusion of observations independent of
moon phase was shown to increase high-quality data frequencies by nearly double in
all four seasons. This addition provides further motivation to continue the inclusion
of lunar BRDF algorithm corrections in future DNB studies.

4.2

Temporal City Light Emission Trends

To assess the temporal variability of light emissions in individual cities, twelve
MSAs were selected for analysis, covering each geographic region of CONUS. Each
MSA was extracted from the CONUS-wide data array and their MSA-defined boundaries were used to extract collocated DNB pixels. Following this effort, a single mean
value for all available pixels in the MSA area was calculated over single, seven-,
fourteen-, and 30-night temporal intervals. By aggregating all pixels within the MSA
into a single calculation, variability on the municipal level was evaluated. To assess
the impact of cloud cover on the calculated mean values, percent cloud coverage was
also computed for each single-night observation and used to color code each data
point. It was hypothesized that partial cloud cover over an MSA would reduce the
radiance and impact the derived mean. Finally, these four statistics were grouped by
geographic region into line plots for visualization and analysis.
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Nearly all single-night or multi-night mean DNB emissions in the twelve MSAs
ranged from 1x10-8 to 1x10-6 W m-2 , with the overall average slightly greater than
1x10-7 W m-2 . Because cities located in the Western portion of the CONUS domain
(e.g. Los Angeles, CA, Seattle, WA, and Dallas, TX) are less impacted by cloud and
snow coverage than those along the eastern and northern regions (e.g. Buffalo, NY,
New York City, NY, and Boston, MA), fewer day-to-day fluctuations are observed
(Figure 4.5). This relative stability of western MSAs can be linked back to the
data quality figures (Figure 4.1-Figure 4.4), in which the majority of high quality,
snow- and cloud-free observations were collocated in these southwestern areas. One
exception is Seattle, WA, where the variability for this city is quite minimal yet the
larger region has limited high quality coverage due to frequent rainfall and cloud cover
in most of these areas. As expected, cities in the western region have more consistent
observational coverage and lower emission variability than cities in the eastern region.
These consistent observations indicate that cities in the western region may be better
suited for attaining a representative high quality time series of data for the comparison
of pre- and post-event emissions. Other cities may experience data interruptions or
drop-outs as cloud or snow coverage limit clear sky observations throughout the year.
Examples of these data interruptions can be seen in Minneapolis, MN (Figure 4.5b),
where several multi-night mean value composites were not observed during winter
months.
MSAs in the eastern portion of the CONUS domain are more impacted by
cloud and snow cover and had higher variability compared to those in the West (Figure 4.6). In summer months, cities like Atlanta, GA (Figure 4.6a) and New Orleans,
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Figure 4.5: Time series plots of mean DNB radiance values for individual MSAs
in the western United States over the period of record. a) Dallas-Fort WorthArlington, Texas, b) Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minnesota, c) Denver-Aurora, Colorado,
d) Phoenix-Mesa, Arizona, e) Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim, California, and f)
Seattle, Washington.
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LA (Figure 4.6b) show reduced multi-night means and several single-night observations with more than 50% cloud coverage. In the winter, cities like Boston, MA
(Figure 4.6c) and New York City, NY (Figure 4.6d) have increases in their multinight mean values as missed clouds or snow brighten the overall MSA area. Periods
of highest variability occur from December through February all MSAs. This signal
indicates an increase in the observed radiance. In Buffalo, NY, cloud and snow cover
is persistent enough to contaminate a month of observations in January/February
2015, lacking sufficient high-quality data to populate the multi-night temporal averages (Figure 4.6e). This city also shows rapid increases and decreases in emission
levels during the other two winter seasons but all multi-night mean composites are
uninterrupted in those years. These highly variable DNB emissions are likely caused
by additional reflection of light from the snow-covered land surface. This reflection
from snow increases the observed DNB radiance values.
The impact on temporal variability from clouds and snow is an important
factor demonstrated by this analysis. First, the multi-night mean values are related
to the percentage of cloud-covered pixels in the nightly mean calculations. That
is, nightly mean values with at least 50% high-quality, cloud-free pixels compared
favorably with multi-night mean values. These observations (>50% cloud- and snowfree) appear to have fairly consistent radiances and could serve as the baseline for
pre-event analysis in a subsequent case study or NRT application. Single-night observations with only 10-30% high-quality, cloud-free pixel coverage tended to have
radiance levels lower than any of the multi-night mean composites. This trend confirms the hypothesis that cloud cover over a portion of the MSA would reduce the
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Figure 4.6: Time series plots of mean DNB radiance values for individual MSAs
in the eastern United States over the period of record. a) Atlanta, Georgia, b) New
Orleans, Louisiana, c) Boston, Massachusetts, d) New York-Newark, New York, e)
Buffalo, New York, and f) St. Louis, Missouri.
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DNB-observed radiance, introduced in Section 3.6. In about twelve cases, high cloud
cover actually increased the DNB-observed radiance. This was again hypothesized in
Section 3.6 and is assumed to be the result of high-albedo clouds missed by the VCM
during a moon-lit period.
MSAs in the northern portion of the CONUS domain like Minneapolis, MN,
Denver, CO, Boston, MA, and Buffalo, NY all showed temporary increases in radiance levels during winter months in Figures 4.5b, 4.5c, 4.6c, and 4.6e, respectively.
Over the three winter seasons in the period of record, this feature appeared as three
corresponding surges in mean radiance levels. This winter time increase suggests that
snow cover in the DNB imagery was not fully accounted for in the VIIRS Snow Mask,
or that a snow coverage threshold of 50% is too low for eliminating the impact of snow
cover on mean emission levels. The sensitivity of each could be explored further but
are outside the scope of this study. Further, the relative magnitude of these surges
appeared to be a function of latitude and average annual snowfall rates, as Atlanta,
GA exhibited only infrequent and minimal radiance increases (8x10-6 to 9x10-6 W
m-2 ) in winter months (Figure 4.6a) while Minneapolis, MN had large departures
from the overall mean (1x10-6 to 9x10-6 W m-2 ) during winter months (Figure 4.5b).
Overall, the seven-, fourteen-, and 30-night mean composites provided more
than sufficient justification for using a 90-night pre-event composite to identify power
outages in the Hurricane Sandy case study. That is, the general stability of these
multi-night mean composites indicated a need for fourteen-30 nights of high-quality
observations to represent radiances during normal conditions. Coupling this number
of required observations with 30-40% frequency of high quality data over most of
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CONUS, a 90-night pre-event composite should provide an adequate number of useful
observations. The temporal variability trends in this section highlight the stability
of mean DNB emissions when observations are of sufficient quality and temporal
coverage. This conclusion justifies the use of a multi-night average to serve as the
pre-event baseline in the following case study analysis.

4.3

Pixel-based, Period of Record Statistics

While aggregated, city-scale DNB statistics are useful for assessing variability
at the city-scale, a pixel-based analysis informs future product development at higher
spatial resolution. A pixel-based approach also allows better identification of individual neighborhoods or city subsets to aid emergency response and recovery, rather than
providing information on the municipal scale. Furthermore, by understanding how
any single pixel fluctuates with time, any reduction to that pixel can be characterized
in terms of normal variability.
In this study, pixel-based variability was addressed by calculating the mean
and standard deviation for every pixel in the CONUS domain over the full period of
record (Figure 4.7). The processing used to produce these outputs was also used in
the following case study to determine mean nighttime radiance levels for a 90-night,
pre-event time period. To provide a detailed visualization of mean DNB radiances
across the wide range of values (three orders of magnitude), the 10-base logarithm
(log10 ) of the mean radiance was calculated. These log10 values were then used as
minimum/maximum values to stretch the DNB across an 8-bit (256 levels) image,
from log10 (DNB) of -10 to -7 W m-2 . Metropolitan areas are clearly identifiable from
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coast to coast in both images. As indicated by the temporal line trends in Section
4.2, most city areas emit mean radiances around 1x10-7 W m-2 over the period of
record, confirmed by the greyscale coloration in Figure 4.7. While trends in Section
4.2 show relative stability among the cities investigated, the standard deviation of
individual pixels across CONUS is near 1x10-8 W m-2 (Figure 4.7b). Features known
to be ephemeral (e.g. oil rigs, boats, wildfires, etc.) appear with lower mean values
(∼ 1x10-8 W m-2 ) than most city areas and with higher standard deviation (∼ 1x10-7
W m-2 ) as their operations or presence vary over time. Oil fields in southeastern and
western Texas as well as western North Dakota are examples of these types of features
(Figure 4.7).
In Figure 4.8, the distribution of city lights over the area can be seen with
mean values in excess of 1x10-7 W m-2 , saturating the color scale at a bright white
color and correspondingly low standard deviation surrounding New York City (∼
1x10-8 W m-2 ), as previously shown in Figure 4.6d. Individually lit pixels, suburban
residential areas, and roads in the study area emit lower radiance (∼ 1x10-9 W m-2 )
and have higher standard deviation values (∼ 1x10-7 W m-2 ), particularly in extreme
northeastern Pennsylvania. A similar output on a shorter time scale (90-nights) was
used in the following case study to serve as the normal DNB radiance emissions for
this area.
Results from data quality, temporal line trends, and pixel-based statistics were
described and displayed in the preceding chapter. A data quality analysis by season
provided indications of where the highest quality DNB data could be acquired across
the CONUS domain. This effort also demonstrated the added value of a lunar BRDF
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Figure 4.7: Analysis of pixel-based variability for highest quality observations in
the DNB period of record. a) Mean of pixel radiance. b) Standard deviation of pixel
radiance. Each image represents the base-10 logarithm of the radiance value (W m-2 ),
scaled to an 8-bit grayscale image from -10 to -7.
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Figure 4.8: As in Figure 4.7, but 90 nights of observations over a subset area focused
on New York and New Jersey that serves as an example coverage area for the case
study described in Section 3.8.1.
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correction algorithm to increasing the number of useful DNB images from the full
period of record. City-scale temporal line trends offered insight into the variability
of metropolitan areas on varying time scales. While many cities exhibited low variability for most of each year, consistently high mean radiance values were identified
during winter months. These anomalous values indicated some impact from wintertime variables that were not properly accounted for using the DNB and accompanying
QA indicators. Finally, pixel-based mean and standard deviation statistics over the
nearly four year period of record provided information for the generation of a baseline
city light distribution in the subsequent case study.
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CHAPTER 5

RGB COMPOSITES AND IMAGE TEXTURE ANALYSIS

5.1

Generating a Power Outage Detection Product

A case study analysis uses a new and improved dataset to explore the feasibility of previous approaches to identifying power outages following severe weather
events. Using Hurricane Sandy as the outage-producing event, this study was able to
utilize moonlit, pre-event imagery in the calculation of a baseline for normal radiance
emissions over the affected locations. Previous methodologies were then reevaluated
using this composite with varied thresholds and parameters. Finally, a texture-based
outage detection approach was explored to advance the study of power outage estimation using the DNB.

5.2

RGB False Color Composites

Using a series of RGB composites, electrical outages in the Hurricane Sandy
landfall area were qualitatively estimated with a relatively simple and repeatable processing approach that follows previous methodologies (Elvidge et al. 1999; Aubrecht
et al. 2009; Molthan and Jedlovec 2013). Utilizing the 90-day pre-event mean composite to serve as the red (R) and green (G) components, this composite assumes the
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previous three month period is representative of the distribution of “normal” light
emissions over the study area. This assumption is supported by the result in Figure 4.6d, which showed the range of mean radiance values in summer and autumn
over the New York City region to be consistent (∼ 1x10-6 W m-2 ), even on a nightly
basis. Averaging of these nightly observations, to as little as seven nights, produced
a standard deviation slightly above 1x10-7 W m-2 . Therefore, the 90-night pre-event
composite provides more than enough clear sky observations to capture the “normal”
distribution of city lights over the Hurricane Sandy impact area. In addition to justification offered by the temporal line trends, results from Figure 4.3d and Figure 4.4d
showed a typical coverage of high-quality observations of 50% for both summer and
autumn seasons over this area. For change detection and assessment of reductions
in city lights, each available cloud- and snow-free post-event image was consecutively
and separately loaded to the blue (B) component of the RGB to make a single output
composite image for the corresponding night. Finally, clouds identified by the VCM
in the post-event image were colored blue to identify their locations and coverage
throughout the event, which restricted the potential for power outage estimation.
As is the case with many tropical and midlatitude weather systems, cloud cover
associated with Hurricane Sandy limited the number of pixels available for outage
estimation and change detection throughout the event. In pixels that remained cloudfree in both the pre- and post-event images, a subjective trend of change and recovery
was seen in the nightly RGB composites. Cloud cover on 30 October (one night after
landfall) restricted damage assessment in most areas south of Massachusetts, with
the only clear sky observations in the Boston, MA region, which was then cloud69

covered and obscured from analysis for another three days (Figure 5.1b, Figure 5.1c,
and Figure 5.1d). By 1 November, most of northern New Jersey and coastal New
York into Long Island were cloud-free and appear completely yellow, indicating a
reduction or complete loss of light in those areas (Figure 5.1c). Cloud cover on 2
November restricts analysis to Maryland and western Pennsylvania but clearing on 3
November shows many remaining yellow (outage) pixels (Figure 5.1d and Figure 5.1e).
A reduction in the intensity and coverage of these yellow pixels over the most impacted
areas is also seen on this night, indicating slight recovery. By 4 November, a full week
after landfall, clouds clear for most of the region and nearly all pixels appear near
their previous 90-night mean value, or fully white in color (Figure 5.1f). Outage
estimates in the most impacted region of coastal New Jersey persisted even after the
time series used in this study. These outages are indicated by a small number of
lingering yellow pixels on 4 November (Figure 5.1f).
Overall, RGB composites are beneficial for quickly assessing changes in light
emissions using a 90-night pre-event mean coupled with single-night, cloud- and snowfree post-event images. With available clear-sky imagery, initial changes in light can
quickly be detected using this simple processing approach. Adding value throughout
the event, successive satellite passes allow for the tracking of impacted locations, their
outages, and recovery over time. As a subjective, qualitative method of estimating
power outages from satellite images, this approach continues to offer merit for future
use. Furthermore, this type of product can be easily and efficiently produced to offer
broad situational awareness of power outages for end users, but lacks an objective
approach to estimating the affected population in “outage” pixels.
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Figure 5.1: False color composites generated over the Hurricane Sandy landfall
region. Each panel corresponds to post-event composites on a) 30 October, b) 31
October, c) 1 November, d) 2 November, e) 3 November, and f) 4 November 2012.
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5.3

Image Texture Approach

An alternative approach to detecting changes in light emissions caused by
Hurricane Sandy is an image texture analysis on the DNB imagery. Using the 90night, pre-event mean composite, coupled with a single post-event image from 1
November, the image texture analysis began with conversion of these images to 8-bit
(256 levels) quantization. Applied in the same manner to all images, a GLCM was
calculated to serve as the basis for subsequent textural calculations. Both GLCMs
were generated using a patch size of 16 pixels, a traversal of 4 pixels from the center
pixel, and a calculated direction of 90o (bottom-to-top).
In the pre-event mean composite, the distribution of “normal” light emissions
over a subset of the Hurricane Sandy impact area is shown (Figure 5.2a). The dissimilarity parameter applied to this image is able to capture some of the large-scale light
patterns such as cities and highways similar to the original DNB image (Figure 5.2b).
These features are highly dissimilar to their neighboring pixels (i.e. bright lights
adjacent to dark, unlit areas), as shown by their representative colors in the color
map. Areas in the pre-event composite with minimal light emissions (e.g. upstate
New York, western Massachusetts) appear with extremely low values of dissimilarity,
or high homogeneity. This result confirms the visually identifiable pattern of relative
uniformity in these areas. The portion of the Atlantic Ocean visible in the domain also
appears to have low values of dissimilarity, indicating the likeness of most (uniformly
dark) pixels in this area.
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City features easily identified using the dissimilarity parameter are more difficult to discern using a homogeneity calculation and the chosen color map. Cities
appear in varying shades of blue, signifying relatively low homogeneity (more heterogeneity) among these features. The aforementioned unlit areas appear in this parameter with relatively high homogeneity (low heterogeneity), confirming the trend seen
in the dissimilarity parameter. Coastlines in the domain are easily identifiable with
intermediate homogeneity, which can be attributed to differences between their neighboring land-based and oceanic pixels. Finally, the Atlantic Ocean has homogeneity
values near 1, or a wide coverage of similarly textured pixels.
The clearest post-event image, processed using the same methodology and
parameters, was 1 November (Figure 5.3). Given the presence of cloud cover in this
single image, much of the domain appears completely black, though this was the
clearest post-event image available for the New York and New Jersey region. These
areas are intentionally left dark so the resulting texture calculations could analyze
information in places with light emissions. Following the pattern seen in the pre-event
mean composite, the dissimilarity parameter identifies city lights in this post-event
image as olive green-to-red colors (∼ 45-75), or relatively dissimilar. Further, this
image is darker overall than the pre-event mean composite, which results in cities like
Philadelphia, PA having higher values of dissimilarity given its overall homogeneity
and lack of light. Once again, the Atlantic Ocean appears near zero dissimilarity.
Finally, cloud-covered areas in the northwestern portion of the domain are also near
zero dissimilarity.
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Figure 5.2: Image texture information for the 90-night pre-event mean composite
over the Hurricane Sandy landfall area. a) 8-bit pre-event mean composite used to
calculate parameters from the GLC. b) Dissimilarity parameter calculated from the
GLCM using parameters described in the text. c) Homogeneity parameter.

The homogeneity parameter produces a results opposite of dissimilarity. Areas
of high dissimilarity (i.e. cities and towns) appeared with correspondingly low homogeneity. Features with low dissimilarity (i.e. Atlantic Ocean, cloud-covered pixels)
showed high homogeneity for this post-event image. Areas of high power outages for
this date (i.e. coastal New Jersey) had high homogeneity values because their absence
closely matched the surrounding unlit pixels. It will be necessary, for future work, to
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Figure 5.3: As in Figure 5.2 but for the 1 November single, post-event image.

discern whether this increase in homogeneity was caused by power outages associated
with Hurricane Sandy or post-event cloud cover.
Preliminary results from the image texture analysis show some ability to identify city lights in both the pre- and post-event imagery. It was found that city lights
are relatively dissimilar to neighboring pixels across the domain. Further, the ocean
environment and rural areas of the subset were highly homogeneous. Limited identification of changes in city lights (i.e. power outages) was achieved through an increase
in homogeneity for pixels in coastal New Jersey. Future work will investigate whether
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the source of this change is attributed to the reduction in city lights or post-event
cloud cover.
Following previous efforts to estimate power outages with the DNB, Hurricane
Sandy provided a case study to assess the accuracy with which the improved DNB
product could estimate outages throughout the event. False color RGB composites
were first generated as visual, subjective indications of outages, following efforts by
(Elvidge et al. 1999; Aubrecht et al. 2009; Molthan and Jedlovec 2013). In cloudfree areas, this technique successfully identified impacted locations and monitored
their recovery with time. This simple approach continues to provide value as initial
indications of storm damage and loss of power in affected locations.
An image texture analysis extended previous outage estimation efforts by visually identifying changes in the homogeneity and dissimilarity between pre- and postevent images. Dissimilarity proved to be the more useful parameter for identifying
city lights and roadways due to the contrast of these features against adjacent, darker
areas. In the most impacted region of coastal New Jersey, this technique showed an
increase in homogeneity for the post-event image. This pre- to post-event transition
has potential to identify power outages as the absence of city lights more closely
matches adjacent unlit areas. Methods such as false color RGB composites and image texture parameters provide subjective, qualitative indications of power outages.
More objective, quantitative approaches are discussed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 6

PERCENT OF NORMAL AND PERCENTILE APPROACHES

6.1

Percent of Normal Approach

As an alternative to the qualitative, visual analysis provided by RGB composites, a percent of normal DNB emission was calculated as a ratio comparing observations following a severe weather event to the “normal” pre-event radiance value
for each pixel in the study area. This approach follows previous efforts by Cao et
al. (2013) in estimating power outages combined with the improved DNB products
available for Hurricane Sandy. From these values, two thresholds were selected to
define individual pixels as power outage areas. An outage in any given pixel is defined as a post-event DNB radiance that falls below a certain percentage of normal
pre-event emission levels. To assess this sensitivity of the product skill to the selection of such a threshold, populations living within pixels reporting less than 25% and
50% of pre-event normal emissions were selected for comparison against the reported
number of customers without power in the corresponding DoE SitRep report. The
resulting percent of normal product was limited to urban areas, defined by the 2014
U.S. Census MSA Shapefile, to generate an urban-focused power outage product. To
do so, products were first generated using all available cloud- and snow-free pixels and
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then masked to include only pixels in urban areas. This decision to focus analysis on
MSA extents came as the result of a conclusion reached when generating the product
using all pixels. In this initial product, a limitation in the lunar BRDF algorithm was
identified and is discussed in greater detail in the following sections. The resulting
analyses produced four validation datasets, which evaluated the sensitivity of both
using two different percentage thresholds and limiting the number of pixels used to
urban areas.
Using all available pixels in the study area, Figure 6.1 shows each consecutive
post-event percent of normal product for the Hurricane Sandy severe weather event.
In each product, all available cloud- and snow-free pixels were used to estimate the
number of customers without power in the region affected by Hurricane Sandy. The
calculated pixels were then assigned to a color map, which thematically shows the
percent of normal emissions using a red-to-blue color transition. Clouds present
in each post-event image were colored grey to identify their location and coverage
throughout the event. As previously noted, the extent and persistent coverage of
clouds hindered the ability to assess reductions in city light emissions on certain
nights. Finally, cloud-free but snow-covered pixels were colored green to indicate
other pixels unavailable for performing a percent of normal calculation.
In available pixels, particularly within the New Jersey/New York City subsets, the same temporal and geographic patterns of change and recovery seen in the
RGB composites were also identified in this product. By 1 November, coastal New
Jersey has been reduced to only 10-20% of pre-event emission levels (Figure 6.1c).
Again, cloud cover on 2 November restricts outage estimation in this area but by
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3 November, many pixels in this area are restored to 70-90% of normal levels (Figure 6.1d-Figure 6.1e). The number of restored pixels further increases by 4 November,
indicating major progress made in the restoration of the electrical grid (Figure 6.1f).
Many pixels, however, remain well below 50% of normal, a pattern also seen as lingering yellow pixels in the RGB composite for 4 November (Figure 5.1f).
Two features of interest were apparent after calculating the percent of normal
products using all available pixels. First, the cloud mask missed a notable number of
cloud features, even using strict cloud-clearing criteria. This effect appears as linear
“holes” along the edges of clouds colored in grey. A particularly illustrative example of
missed clouds occurred in western Virginia on 31 October and is outlined in a yellow
rectangle in (Figure 6.1b). Second, many pixels in rural or minimally populated
areas were consistently identified by the percent of normal product as emitting only
0-35% of their pre-event emission levels. This issue resulted from a difference in
pre- and post-event lunar reflectance and thus, a potential pitfall of the lunar BRDF
correction algorithm over rural pixels. In this context, lunar reflectance refers to
moonlight that can illuminate the land surface with increasing moon phase. In rural
areas, where lights are faint and emissions always low, minor omissions by the lunar
BRDF algorithm may have big impacts on the observed radiance. It was concluded
that small changes in low radiance values create large departures and incorrect outage
estimates in rural areas. Similarly sized changes seem to have less impact on larger,
brightly lit urban areas. This impact based on relative location may be attributed a
lack of signal-to-noise ratio in rural areas that lack stable lights.
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Secondly, the post-event images (31 October-4 November, Figure 6.1a-Figure 6.1f)
were captured during lunar phases ranging from 4.13 to 59.0, where 0 corresponds
to full moon and 180 represents new moon. These values indicate a near-full moon
closest to landfall and waning of the moon for nights after landfall. Though one would
assume a near-full moon phase would increase observed radiances, rural areas were
consistently reporting less than half of normal throughout the event. A potential explanation for this feature is that the 90-night pre-event mean composite included full
moon periods, so even a small amount of moonlight left behind by the lunar BRDF
algorithm would create a mean radiance larger than observed in the post-event image.
If this was indeed the case, the effectiveness of the lunar BRDF algorithm will need to
be improved and a moon-free pre-event composite may still be necessary for rural areas. Other explanations for this may be linked to changes in surface features between
the pre- and post-event time periods. Nighttime lunar reflectance observed by the
DNB, much like reflectance from sunlight, is highly dependent upon the underlying
land surface. Therefore, any changes in vegetation like leaf dropping, crop harvesting
or distressed plants, or short-term changes in land use or cover would impact the observed DNB radiance for these locations, pre- and post-event. As such, future outage
detection efforts should focus on stable light sources. As outage detection is only
relevant to stable light features, focusing on stable lights outside of large MSAs may
be more appropriate for this application.
The impact from an increasingly dimmer (waning) moon can be seen as percentages of normal in rural areas continuously decrease in each post-event night. On
31 October, the typical value of these areas was 40-50% (bright red to white) but
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by 4 November, these values were reduced to only 5-10% (deep red) of normal (Figure 6.1a-Figure 6.1f). The identification of this limitation prompted the isolation of
urban areas using the MSA shapefile with results described in the next section.
To validate these percent of normal products over all pixels and to assess the
accuracy of each threshold estimation of the number of customers without power, a
combination of DoE SitRep reports, nightly percent of normal products, and Landscan
2014 was employed. Given matching pixel dimensions, coordinate systems, and grid
sizes, the Landscan 2014 raster and percent of normal products were compared on
a pixel basis. Both datasets were imported into a GIS software package (ArcGIS
10.2.2) to query pixels of interest and to generate appropriate validation statistics.
Once imported, each CONUS-wide percent of normal product was clipped to the
eleven states most impacted by Hurricane Sandy: Maryland, Delaware, Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, New York, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, Vermont, New
Hampshire, and Maine. From this subset, all pixels meeting the percentage of normal
thresholds (25% and below; 50% and below) were extracted and stored in a spatial
geodatabase. Each threshold-matching raster was then used as a data mask to extract
the Landscan 2014 population estimate in each collocated pixel, and for each night.
Finally, the remaining Landscan 2014 pixels were summed in each state, for each night,
and plotted against the corresponding DoE SitRep number of customers without
power. Impacted states were grouped by geographic region (i.e. South-Atlantic, MidAtlantic, and New England) because it was assumed that states within each region
experienced comparable damage from Hurricane Sandy.
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Figure 6.1: Percent of normal products generated over the Hurricane Sandy landfall
region and for all pixels, regardless of population density or MSA coverage. Panels
correspond to post- event products on a) 30 October, b) 31 October, c) 1 November,
d) 2 November, e) 3 November and f) 4 November 2012, respectively.
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In New England, Connecticut experienced the highest number of customers
without power, followed by Massachusetts (Figure 6.2). The DNB-estimated number
of people without power using all available pixels and the percent of normal approach, however, quickly varies then steadily decreases in almost every state with the
exception of Maine, where the most consistent outage and recovery trend is achieved
(Figure 6.2c). A consistent trend, as the one seen in Maine, indicates an initial detection of change in city lights (140,312 estimated outages vs. 0 reported outages
on 1 November) and continuously decreasing outages throughout the event (8,949
estimated outages vs. 0 reported outages on 4 November). Even though these DNB
estimates exceed the SitReps, the overall trend matches that seen for reported outages in most states. On a few occasions (Connecticut - 1 November 25% threshold,
New Hampshire - 31 October 50% threshold, Rhode Island - 31 October 50% threshold), the DNB-estimated value came within 9.2%, 5.5%, and 15.3% of the reported
DoE amount, respectively. Due to the drastically lower percent of normal values for
rural areas (∼ 5-30%) caused by differences in lunar phase and reflection, states like
Vermont and Maine have erroneous outage estimates exceeding reports by as much
as 100,000 people. This issue impacts states with large rural areas.
In the Mid-Atlantic region where impact from Hurricane Sandy was greatest,
DNB-estimates are more accurate compared to reported outages than in peripheral
states (Figure 6.3). Due to persistent cloud cover, particularly over New Jersey
and New York, DNB outage estimates are lower than the SitRep reported outage
populations for these states. The closest agreement occurred on 3 November, when
DNB estimates came within 23.5% and 27.2% of the reported amount in New Jersey
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Figure 6.2: Validation results for the percent of normal approach applied to all populated pixels in the New England states. The population without power as reported
in DoE SitReps is shown as a green bar. The DNB-derived estimates at each percent
of normal threshold (25% and 50%) are shown as solid blue bars and hollow bars
outlined in blue, respectively. Panels provide validation results for a) Connecticut,
b) Massachusetts, c) Maine, d) New Hampshire, e) Rhode Island, and f) Vermont.
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and New York, respectively. Regardless, a decreasing trend of outages is achieved
for both states from 1-4 November. In Pennsylvania, the highest level of agreement
is achieved on 1-3 November when the DNB estimates came within 34.8%, 37.1%,
and 44.7% of the reported amount, respectively. Most of the estimates, however,
are slightly higher than the reported amount, potentially caused by the rural/lunar
reflectance issue.
The two South-Atlantic states show similarly variable results, though a consistent downward trend in Maryland is achieved for the 1-4 November range (Figure 6.4).
With a high amount of clear sky pixels, particularly rural pixels collocated with low
population counts, outage estimates for both of these states are orders of magnitude
higher than the reported SitRep estimate. The most erroneous DNB estimates came
on 1 November, when DNB estimates were 229,659 (Delaware) and 481,129 (Maryland) people greater than the reported amount. This results from the aforementioned
issue of including widespread rural pixels erroneously classified as outage areas.
An alternative method of assessing the accuracy of this product is to produce
a correlation scatter plot for all states and each night throughout the event. In
agreement with the state-based validation statistics described above, the coefficient of
determination (R2 ) in Figure 6.5 is low for post-event nights using the 25% threshold.
The greatest correlation between DNB and SitRep estimates were as high as 0.73
on 31 October and 0.59 on 1 November. Nights with relatively high correlation can
be attributed to the amount of cloud-free coverage, as seen in Figure 6.1. All other
correlation values are minimal, matching the estimates in Figure 6.2-Figure 6.4 that
showed large departures from the reported number of outages.
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Figure 6.3: As in Figure 6.2 but for Mid-Atlantic states of a) New Jersey, b) New
York, and c) Pennsylvania.
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Figure 6.4: As in Figure 6.2 but for South Atlantic states of a) Delaware and b)
Maryland.
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Figure 6.5: Scatter plots for all pixels and all states during each post-event night,
using the 25% percent of normal threshold. Panels correspond to post-event analyses
on a) 30 October, b) 31 October, c) 1 November, d) 2 November, e) 3 November, and
f) 4 November 2012.
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Using the 50% of normal threshold, higher coefficients of determination are
achieved, though DNB outage estimates again vary for most post-event nights (Figure 6.6). Nearly all coefficients of determination continue to reflect the overall poor fit
between the DNB estimates and reported number of outages seen in the 25% threshold plots, with the exception of 3 November. Using the 50% threshold, the correlation
on this night increases from 0.058 to 0.862.
The greatest impact to estimating outages and obtaining a good fit to the DoE
SitReps is cloud cover. With persistent cloud cover accompanying Hurricane Sandy,
post-event clear sky observations were difficult to achieve. Thus, many pixels with
DoE-reported outages were potentially obscured when the DNB overpass collected
images during this event. Therefore, if the DoE reports estimate a high percentage
of outages in cloud-covered areas, the DNB did not have a chance to observe those
locations and results in large departures from DoE SitReps. Conversely, as clouds
clear, errors in rural pixels provided potentially false indications of outages when affected areas have been restored to normal, or were never affected. In both instances,
the DNB-based outage estimates were impacted and compared less favorably with
DoE SitReps. Since cloud cover cannot be overcome using visible-band satellite images, analysis in rural areas can only be improved by constraining the domain to
known sources of stable light. This effort would ensure the presence of pre-event
lights, which could then be compared against post-event observations without influence from changes to the land surface.
Other differences included the scale of observation and time of data collection.
DoE SitRep reports provide state-level outage information for each post-event night,
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Figure 6.6: As in Figure 6.5 but for the 50% of normal threshold.
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while the DNB pixels are on a 1 km grid. Calculating the sum of Landscan 2014
populations within DNB pixels reporting outages is different method than the DoE
reports for estimating the number of customers without electrical power. That is, DoE
reports strive to communicate the number of customers without power, whereas the
combination of DNB and Landscan 2014 is simply an estimated count of population
within each outage pixel. This discrepancy may explain some of the varying accuracies
shown in Figure 6.2-Figure 6.6. Finally, the time of DNB overpass is between ∼ 0130
and ∼ 0330 local time, whereas the DoE SitRep reports are published twice daily
at 1000 and 1500 local time. Even using the highest reported number of customers
without power in each daily DoE report, utility crews and power companies have time
to restore power overnight in affected locations before the DNB overpass captures an
image. Thus, the constant restoration of power, coupled with varying data acquisition
times, make accurate outage detection difficult in practice. Given these limitations,
an exact outage and recovery match is not expected, rather the objective is to achieve
similar, overall trends.
In summation, using all available DNB pixels and a percent of normal calculation achieved nominal success in estimating the number of people without power
following Hurricane Sandy. The impact from differences between pre- and post-event
lunar phase, particularly in rural areas, adversely influenced the resulting DNB-based
outage estimates. Of the two percent of normal thresholds, the 50% level had the
highest accuracy and coefficients of determination when compared against the DoE
SitRep reports. Coefficients reached 0.7, 0.65, and 0.86 on 31 October, 1 November,
and 3 November, respectively. Cloud cover, as expected, blocked many observations
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during this event, as Hurricane Sandy produced widespread, persistent cloud coverage. If all DNB pixels are to be used for an improved outage detection product, future work should examine whether advances are achieved by generating the pre-event
composite using cloud- and snow-free images of similar lunar phase for comparison to
post-event images. The following section describes improvements obtained by limiting
DNB pixels to urban areas.

6.2

Cloud- and Snow-Free Urban Pixels

As seen in the previous section, the influence of lunar phase and reflectance
negatively affects the accuracy of the percent of normal approach in estimating the
number of people without power following Hurricane Sandy, particularly in rural areas. Using pixels located only within urban areas potentially reduces the impact of
lunar phase between pre- and post-event imagery, as pixels with sufficient anthropogenic emissions (i.e. cities) did not appear to be highly affected by lunar phase
changes. Figure 6.1 supports this assumption, where cities in North Carolina and
Virginia, unaffected by Hurricane Sandy, maintained near 100% of normal emissions
throughout the event. Again, 25% and 50% percent of normal thresholds were selected
for validation against the DoE SitRep reports.
With urban areas isolated in the study area, the previously-seen pattern of
change and recovery is shown in coastal New Jersey, New York, and Connecticut
(Figure 6.7). Most of these highly impacted areas produce 10-20% of normal emission
levels on 31 October and do not reach full recovery by 4 November. Again, cloud
cover completely blocks these areas from analysis on 30 October and 2 November.
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Clouds are not shown in these percent of normal products, as the DNB is already
limited to cloud- and snow-free pixels over MSA boundaries. The restricted pixel
criteria provides a much more focused area of remaining pixels for performing the
outage analysis.
Using the methodology described previously, the urban area percent of normal
products were validated against each corresponding DoE SitRep report. The overall
trends between DoE and product-estimated outages are nearly identical to those
generated using all available pixels, with major changes limited to the magnitude of
outage counts. In all post-event nights, the total number of people estimated by DNB
analysis to be without power is less than in the previous calculation which included
all pixels, reducing the errors from including rural pixels. In New England, Rhode
Island achieves the closest comparison to the DoE outage reports on 31 October and
1 November, when estimates came within 2.6% and 48.7% of the reported amount
(Figure 6.8). While the 50% threshold provides higher accuracy in Section 6.1, the
25% threshold appears to be the more accurate threshold in this approach. In most
New England states (Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Vermont), DNBbased outage estimates still wildly fluctuate, attributable to the influence of sporadic
cloud cover and use of a statewide validation dataset that cannot account for pixellevel outages, rather than the result of changes in lunar phase and reflectance. Even
with pixel isolation, a pixel-based outage report is necessary for accurate comparisons.
In Mid-Atlantic States, the results achieved in Section 6.1 improve by isolating
pixels within urban areas (Figure 6.9). Estimates of people without power in New
Jersey and New York increases in this approach, improving the underestimated DNB
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Figure 6.7: As in Figure 6.1, but limited to pixels within urban areas, as defined by
the 2014 U.S. Census MSA Shapefile. Clouds are not shown as they were previously
removed from the MSA-based analysis, however, depiction of cloud cover on these
days is available in Figure 6.1. Panels to product generation on a) 30 October, b) 31
October, c) 1 November, d) 2 November, e) 3 November, and f) 4 November 2012.
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Figure 6.8: As in Figure 6.2 but focusing only on urban pixels defined by MSA
areas.
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outages in these states on 1 November by 29.3% and 33.6%, respectively. In Pennsylvania, DNB-based estimates on 1-4 November are reduced in this approach, which
also improves results by reducing the overestimates present in Figure 6.3. DNB estimates on these nights were within 24.6%, 26.3%, 4.7%, and 4.6% of the DoE SitReps,
respectively.
Finally, South-Atlantic states exhibit similar results as the previous two regions, with major improvements made on 3 November and 4 November in Delaware
(Figure 6.10). Overestimation from the DNB on most nights continues to persist
in both states, with the majority of high estimates in Maryland between 1 and 4
November. DNB values in Maryland on these nights were overestimated by 76.8%,
89.1%, 51.1%, and 45.2%, respectively. Even with this effect known, a decreasing
estimate of people without power is achieved for Maryland, indicating the ability to
monitor overall trends in recovery using this approach. Though many factors make
DNB-based outage estimations and DoE SitRep reports differ, the satellite approach
can identify the overall trend in recovery.
Correlation and scatter plots confirm some improvement achieved by isolating pixels within urban areas. Using the 25% of normal threshold (Figure 6.11),
almost all nightly coefficients of determination provide better agreement between
DNB-estimated outages and DoE-reported outages. In the most improved nights (1
November and 3 November), coefficients increase from 0.47 and 0.67 to 0.85 and 0.88,
respectively. For one night (4 November), isolating urban pixels actually reduces the
correlation, from 0.49 to 0.17. This decrease may be attributed to the decrease in
cloud cover and increase in available pixels. Though the DNB domain was subset to
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Figure 6.9: As in Figure 6.3 but focusing only on urban pixels defined by MSA
areas.
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Figure 6.10: As in Figure 6.4 but focusing only on urban pixels defined by MSA
areas.
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MSA areas, some rural or unlit pixels may still exist within populated areas to introduce errors in the percent of normal calculation. With the greatest correlation at 0.88
(3 November), the percent of normal approach at the 25% threshold demonstrated
potentially high levels of power outage detection accuracy on cloud-free nights when
validated against a statewide SitRep.
Using the 50% of normal threshold, almost identical improvements to the 25%
threshold are achieved on 1 and 3 November, with increases in correlation from 0.44
to 0.86 and 0.63 to 0.93, respectively (Figure 6.12). The higher overall correlation
indicates the 50% threshold was more accurate for any given night that estimating
outages in urban pixels using the 25% threshold. This reduction contradicts the trend
visually identified in the state-based bar charts (Figure 6.8-Figure 6.10), in which the
25% threshold appeared to be the more accurate of the two measures. The night of 4
November, which decreased in correlation using urban pixels and the 25% threshold,
also decreases with the 50% threshold, from 0.57 to 0.25. With an overall maximum
of 0.93, this percent of normal approach at the 50% threshold again demonstrated
potential to produce accurate power outage estimates on clear sky nights.
In conclusion, the percent of normal approach extended from Cao et al. (2013)
continued to provide adequate power outage estimates for this study. Despite persistent cloud cover associated with Hurricane Sandy and coarse, state-level estimates
of power outage populations, single-night correlations up to 0.93 (3 November) were
achieved. This night had the unique combination of relatively widespread clear sky
observations coupled with lingering damage locations in the study area. Inclusion of
all available (rural and urban) pixels consistently overestimated outages, with typical
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Figure 6.11: As in Figure 6.5 but focusing only on urban pixels defined by MSA
areas.
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Figure 6.12: As in Figure 6.6 but focusing only on urban pixels defined by MSA
areas.
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coefficients of determination of 0.29 and 0.44 for the 25% and 50% thresholds, respectively. The isolation of pixels in urban areas by MSA were also slightly inflated,
though they were in better agreement overall. The coefficients of determination using these pixels reached 0.41 and 0.43 for the 25% and 50% thresholds, respectively.
Regardless of which pixels were used for the resulting product, the 50% of normal
threshold proved to be the more accurate delimiter for defining an outage. The best
results, as defined by the difference between DNB estimates and DoE reports, were
acquired in Pennsylvania where widespread damage caused by the nearby landfall
of Hurricane Sandy, coupled with relatively clear-sky observations, assisted outage
estimation. Nights with the highest coefficients of determination (1 November and
3 November) were also aided by these factors. Because the DNB-based and Landscan population analysis provides pixel-based measurements, it would be preferable
to have pixel-based validation datasets from DoE to improve correlations and limit
comparisons to cloud-free observations in both the DNB and DoE population counts.

6.3

Percentile Approach

An alternative, quantitative approach to estimating power outages is to rank
the distribution of normal pre-event light emissions using a percentile calculation. By
pre-calculating every 5th pre-event percentile radiance value, each post-event image
was compared on a per-pixel basis to determine the degree of light reductions caused
by Hurricane Sandy. From these matched post-event percentile calculations, threshold
ranges comparable to the percent of normal approach (25th to 30th and 45th to 50th )
were chosen to identify outage pixels. This study assumed post-event pixels below
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these thresholds were reported as outages. Also matching the percent of normal
technique, this approach was generated once using all available pixels followed by a
second iteration which used only pixels in urban areas defined by the MSA Shapefile.
Finally, Landscan 2014 population estimates for pixels falling below the percentile
thresholds were used to validate DNB-based outage estimates against corresponding
DoE SitRep reports. These validation statistics were again plotted on state-based bar
charts and nightly correlation scatter plots for visual and analytical interpretation.
Using all available cloud- and snow-free pixels, Figure 6.13 shows each consecutive percentile product for the Hurricane Sandy severe weather event from 30
October-4 November. In these products, pixels available for calculation are assigned
to the previously used red-to-blue color map, based on their proximity to each preevent 5th percentile range. The 0th to 5th percentile range appears as the darkest
shade of red to highlight pixels which are among the lowest observed radiance in the
pre-event period of record. Conversely, the 95th to 99th percentile range is represented
by dark purple to indicate pixels that are among the highest observed radiance in the
pre-event period of record. Use of the percentile as a metric captures additional
variability in light emissions compared to the percent of normal, as values greater
than the 50th percentile represent observed radiance brighter than 50 percent (half,
or median) of the period of record. The percent of normal approach uses a single
(mean) value, whereas the percentile calculation takes into account observations of
all pre-event radiance values. Finally, cloud cover was again denoted as a shade of
grey to identify coverage throughout the event.
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In the resulting percentile products, analogous temporal and geographic patterns of change and recovery (as seen in the RGB false color composites and percent
of normal products) were also identified in this approach. A similar pattern of outage
estimates across the three methods of power outage detection provided a first-pass
check for cross-validation between the various techniques. Cloud cover on 30 and 31
October restricts outage estimation to areas north of the Hurricane Sandy landfall
area (coastal New Jersey). In the remaining cloud- and snow-free post-event pixels,
those collocated in rural areas produce a radiance near the 20th to 30th percentile.
This result follows the previously noted effect of lunar radiance on rural pixels with
low population discussed in Section 6.1. As clouds cleared by 1 November, pixels in
the highest impact areas near coastal New Jersey, Long Island, New York and southwestern Connecticut (known to have relatively high population counts) are shown
emitting between the 5th and 45th percentiles. Due to the high population levels in
these areas, it can be assumed these pixels are minimally impacted by changes in
lunar phase, as was the case in rural areas. By 3 November, a higher number of these
outage pixels (i.e. less than 50th percentile) are present, though a notable number of
adjacent or neighboring pixels return to greater than the 50th percentile (median) of
their pre-event emission levels. At the end of the time series (4 November), the majority of pixels previously identified as reduced or completely out along Long Island,
New York and Connecticut are above the 50th percentile of their pre-event emission
levels. However, as seen in both the RGB false color composites (Figure 5.1) and
the percent of normal calculation (Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.7), pixels with estimated
outages in coastal New Jersey remain “out” well after the 4 November image.
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The two features of interest (missed clouds and lunar reflectance influence)
noted in the percent of normal product were also present in this calculation. Missed
clouds from the VCM were more challenging to discern from these products but can
still be seen as quasi-linear shapes of color-coded pixels. This occurrence again is
most clearly seen on 31 October in far western Virginia and eastern West Virginia,
outlined in a yellow rectangle (Figure 6.13b). The issue of changes in lunar reflectance,
particularly in rural areas, continues in this product because the same set of a pixels
were used in each analysis. Low population, rural areas in northern New York and
Vermont appear in the 20th to 30th percentile range on 30 and 31 October, when
Hurricane Sandy is still located over coastal New Jersey and New York (Figure 6.13a
and Figure 6.13b). These “false signals” become more prominent to the south by
1 November and continue to impact outage estimates in Maryland and Delaware
through 2 November (Figure 6.13c and Figure 6.13d).
Using the same validation methodology described in Section 6.1, all available
cloud- and snow-free DNB pixels below the 25th to 30th and 45th to 50th percentile
thresholds were used to validate the accuracy of the percentile-based outage detection
product. In New England states, DNB-based outage estimates achieve limited agreement against the DoE SitRep reports, with typical errors between 2,000 and 200,000
people (Figure 6.14). General trends for each state are comparable to those generated using all available pixels in the percent of normal product. Of all states, New
Hampshire provides the best comparison between DNB estimates and DoE reports,
particularly during the first three post-event nights in which the 45th to 50th percentile
threshold estimate is within 2,000 people of the DoE-reported amount on 30 and 31
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Figure 6.13: Percentile of DNB radiance for individual pixels based upon highest
quality observations obtained in the 90-day pre-event period. Individual panels show
daily pixel-level percentiles as of a) 30 October, b) 31 October, c) 1 November, d) 2
November, e) 3 November, and f) 4 November 2012.
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October. Outage estimates in this state, however, increase in the final three nights
of the event, as more cloud- and snow-free pixels become available. Given low population counts throughout the state, the impact from lunar phase differences causes
many pixels to be mistakenly identified as outages. Other states (Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, and Vermont) also exhibit a multi-night trend of decreasing power
outages that match the reported totals, but with a higher magnitude of errors that
persist for multiple days. From visual inspection, it is difficult to determine which
threshold is better suited at estimating the number of people without power in these
states.
The most impacted states in the Mid-Atlantic region have similarly erratic
DNB-estimated outage results (Figure 6.15). As previously mentioned, cloud cover
immediately following the event reduces the DNB outage estimates in these states. As
clouds clear, DNB outage estimates increase and quickly surpass DoE SitRep reports,
with the largest overestimates in New Jersey. Comparisons seen in Pennsylvania using
the percent of normal approach produced typical errors of 400,000 people, while these
inaccuracies were further degraded to 600,000 people when the percentile method is
used. As previously noted, a more precise, pixel-based validation approach is needed
to improve outage estimates, particularly in cloud-covered areas. Cloud cover does
not affect the ability to report outages in the DoE reports, yet restricts the ability
of the DNB to observe outages during post-event nights in these locations. Since the
number of people without power under cloud cover cannot be excluded from the DoE
outage counts, obtaining a direct match between pixel-based outage populations and
statewide outage counts remains challenging.
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Figure 6.14: Validation results for the percentile approach applied to all populated
pixels in the New England states. The population without power as reported in
DoE SitReps is shown as a green bar. The DNB-derived estimates at each percentile
threshold (25th to 30th and 45th to 50th ) are shown as solid blue bars and hollow bars
outlined in blue, respectively. Panels provide validation results for a) Connecticut,
b) Massachusetts, c) Maine, d) New Hampshire, e) Rhode Island, and f) Vermont.
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Figure 6.15: As in Figure 6.14 but for Mid-Atlantic states.
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DNB outage estimates in South-Atlantic states continue to fluctuate, as seen
in most other states using this product (Figure 6.16). The results from these states
are the poorest fit to the DoE estimates, as the closest any DNB estimate comes
to the reported amount is about 20,000 people. A lone positive from these states
is a relatively consistent high-to-low outage trend in Delaware from 1 November-4
November, indicating initial outage identification and recovery monitoring could be
achieved with the DNB.
With focus on the 25th to 30th percentile threshold, coefficients of determination confirm trends obtained in the state-based bar charts (Figure 6.17). On nights
where DNB estimates and DoE reports were nearest (1, 3, and 4 November), coefficients reach 0.46, 0.66, and 0.48, respectively. The remaining coefficients on 30
October, 31 October, and 2 November were 0.0002, 0.29, and 0.026, respectively. In
general, the limited success of this method seen in Figure 6.14-Figure 6.16 is continued
in the nightly-based correlation values and related scatter plots.
Utilizing the 45th to 50th percentile threshold to generate coefficients of determination, only slight improvements are made over the 25th to 30th percentile threshold
(Figure 6.18). Nightly coefficients, which increased using this higher threshold, occur on 2 and 4 November with an increase from 0.02 and 0.49 to 0.03 and 0.63,
respectively.
Generating a power outage detection product using calculated, pre-event percentiles produced outage estimates with less accuracy than the percent of normal
product (maximum coefficients of correlations of 0.66 and 0.86, respectively) described
in Section 6.1. Differences in pre- and post-event lunar reflectance showed continued
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Figure 6.16: As in Figure 6.14 but for South-Atlantic states.
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Figure 6.17: Scatter plots for all pixels and all states during each post-event night,
using the 25th to 30th percentile threshold. Panels correspond to post-event analyses
on a) 30 October, b) 31 October, c) 1 November, d) 2 November, e) 3 November, and
f) 4 November 2012.
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Figure 6.18: As in Figure 6.17 but for the 45th to 50th percentile threshold.
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impact on the DNB-estimated number of customers without power. This effect was
evident in both the state-based bar charts as well as the nightly-based scatter plots.
Using pre-selected percentile thresholds at 25th to 30th and 45th to 50th , nearly identical coefficients of determination (0.32 and 0.32, respectively) were achieved. Given
this outcome, smaller percentile thresholds should be used in future work to identify
post-event observations truly among the lowest observed radiances in the pre-event
period of record. The following section describes the level of improvement achieved
by limiting DNB pixels to urban areas.

6.4

Cloud- and Snow-Free Urban Pixels

Using the MSA Shapefile as a data mask, the percentile-based outage detection
product was restricted to urban areas in an effort to improve outage estimation results.
As previously mentioned, this data restriction reduced the number of available DNB
pixels for calculation to focus on areas that are consistently lit while eliminating rural
areas. Percentile thresholds at 25th to 30th and 45th to 50th were again chosen to serve
as product limiters, below which all pixels were assumed to have reported a power
outage.
In the resulting percentile-based outage detection products (Figure 6.19), the
pattern and extent of DNB-estimated outages are comparable to results shown in
Figure 6.7 (urban-based percent of normal products). Cloud cover over the most
impacted region, near New Jersey, prevents any calculation until 31 October. The
most extensive estimated outages are observed on 1 November along Long Island,
New York, where the majority of cloud-free pixels fall between their 5th and 45th
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percentiles. This extensive coverage of outages continues on 3 and 4 November,
where low percentile values are still seen among other pixels that have returned to
near 70th to 90th percentile values.
Validation of this urban-based percentile outage product was performed using
the same methodology described previously. Obtaining a perfect match between DNB
outage estimates and the DoE reported number of outages remains challenging. While
general trends in each New England state follow those produced in Section 6.3, nearly
all DNB-estimated outages are lower than those generated using all available pixels
by 200,000 to 900,000 people (Figure 6.14 - Figure 6.16). In contrast with the percent
of normal products, New Hampshire achieves the highest level of agreement with the
DoE SitRep reports in New England states, particularly during the first three postevent nights where typical errors are around 15,000 people. This state also has the
best comparisons to DoE reports when the DNB pixels are not limited to MSA areas.
In the final three post-event nights, New Hampshire and many other states in this
region produce erroneously high outage estimates with typical errors around 70,000
people.
In Mid-Atlantic States, unpredictably overestimated and underestimated DNBbased outage values are produced (Figure 6.21). Once again, Pennsylvania has the
highest level of accuracy, though most of the outage estimates for this state are inflated compared to the reported number of customers without power. In New Jersey,
a trend of increasing outage estimates is produced, contradicting the actual outage
pattern.
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Figure 6.19: As in Figure 6.13, but limited to pixels within urban areas, as defined by
the 2014 U.S. Census MSA Shapefile. Clouds are not shown as they were previously
removed from the MSA-based analysis, however, depiction of cloud cover on these
days is available in Figure 6.13. Individual panels show daily pixel-level percentiles
as of a) 30 October, b) 31 October, c) 1 November, d) 2 November, e) 3 November,
and f) 4 November 2012.
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Figure 6.20: As in Figure 6.14 but focusing only on urban pixels defined by MSA
areas.
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Figure 6.21: As in Figure 6.15 but focusing only on urban pixels defined by MSA
areas.
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Finally, least accurate outage estimates were obtained in the South-Atlantic
States, consistent with previous results (Figure 6.22). Outage estimates in these
states both overestimate and underestimate the number of customers without power
on varying nights throughout the event. The highest level of accuracy is achieved in
Delaware on 31 October when the DNB-based estimate comes within 5,000 people
of the DoE SitRep reported amount. Furthermore, a decreasing trend of outage
estimates is achieved for 1-4 November. DNB outage estimates in Maryland are
essentially unusable due to their inconsistent results.
Nightly-based correlation scatter plots confirm that the percentile approach to
DNB-based outage estimates is a poor technique. In many post-event nights, however, coefficients of determination using the 25th to 30th percentile threshold with
all available pixels (Figure 6.17) are improved by limiting DNB pixels to urban areas (Figure 6.23). Nights with the highest correlation using all pixels (1, 3, and 4
November) are improved in this approach. Coefficients on these nights are improved
from 0.46, 0.66, and 0.48 to 0.48, 0.71, and 0.49, respectively. The lowest coefficients
continue to persist on 30 and 31 October as well as 2 November, where they changed
from 0.0002, 0.29, and 0.03 to 0.004, 0.23, and 0.03, respectively.
Using the 45th to 50th percentile threshold, a similar improvement to the 25th
to 30th percentile threshold is seen (Figure 6.24). Post-event nights with the highest
coefficients of determination (1, 3, and 4 November) all increase with the isolation
of urban pixels. Coefficients of determination on these nights increase from 0.44,
0.62, and 0.57 to 0.45, 0.65, and 0.58, respectively. The remaining three nights
have minimal coefficients of determination, indicating poor correlation between DNB119

Figure 6.22: As in Figure 6.16 but focusing only on urban pixels defined by MSA
areas.
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Figure 6.23: As in Figure 6.17 but focusing only on urban pixels defined by MSA
areas.
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estimated outages and DoE SitRep reports that result from cloud cover and poor
algorithm performance.
In conclusion, percentile-based power outage detection products (extended
from Kohiyama et al. 2004) captured the general trend of post-event outages though
large differences remained when comparing Landscan-based and DoE SitRep outage
populations. This level of agreement may be improved with the inclusion of a pixelbased validation dataset rather than the state-level reports used in this study. The
use of percentiles was not as accurate, as the percent of normal approach. This
outcome provides an initial conclusion that the relatively simple mean radiance value
is a better statistical metric to be used for a pre-event baseline of city lights. Despite
the reduced overall accuracy, single-state correlations were as high as 0.71 (0.86 in
the percent of normal approach). Further product refinement may be possible by
using percentile thresholds closer in line with previous studies (e.g. 5th to 10th ) that
focused on the darkest post-event pixels (Kohiyama et al. 2004).
In this chapter, a quantitative percent of normal approach was attempted,
following Cao et al. (2013). Even with persistent cloud cover accompanying Hurricane
Sandy, overall outage trends were captured using this technique. Best results were
achieved when this product was limited to urban pixels that were minimally influenced
by changes in lunar phase. This approach performed best in comparison to DoE
SitReps on nights with state-wide cloud-free coverage. Finally, pixel-level data will
be needed to perform more specific comparisons between DNB outage estimates and
the reported number of outages.
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Figure 6.24: As in Figure 6.18 but focusing only on urban pixels defined by MSA
areas.
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An alternative to using mean pre-event radiance values as the “normal” DNB
emissions, a percentile approach provided information about the ranking of current
post-event observations compared to the pre-event period of record. Again, overall
outage trends were identified in this approach, however single-night accuracies compared with the DoE reports were less than in the percent of normal approach. Further
product refinement will focus on the use of lower percentile thresholds (e.g. 0th -5th ,
5th -10th ) for identifying power outages, following previous studies.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

Disaster events have the ability to disrupt power in affected locations for days
or weeks following impact. These outages can be seen as reductions in nighttime lights
by the VIIRS DNB from a pre-event mean composite to single, post-event images.
This study hypothesized that power outages caused by severe weather events could be
qualitatively observed and quantitatively estimated using the VIIRS DNB. Previous
studies using both the DMSP-OLS and VIIRS DNB provided the opportunity to
reproduce and extend their efforts in this study using improved datasets and modified
approaches.
Data quality indicators were first used to identify locations across the CONUS
domain where the highest-quality, lunar BRDF observations could be identified. Cityscale temporal mean emissions were then tracked over nearly four years to assess their
variability on single-night, seven-, fourteen-, and 30-night time scales. Pixel-based
mean and standard deviation statistics, also over the multi-year period of record,
provided useful information to inform the subsequent case study. Finally, four different outage estimation techniques were used to estimate power outages during each
night following the Hurricane Sandy severe weather event.
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The following conclusions were derived through the course of this study:
• The coverage of QA indicators for the GSFC-produced VIIRS DNB product
were examined including cloud and snow cover, high-quality moon-free, and
high-quality independent of moon phase observations. The highest percentages of highest-quality data coverage occurred in the southwestern portion of
the CONUS domain during summer months. California, in particular, had the
maximum percent observed over the period of record, at 90% coverage during
the summer. The majority of other states ranged from 40-70%, depending on
region. Finally, the inclusion of a lunar BRDF correction algorithm to postprocessing provided at least half of the high quality observations used in this
study. With the introduction of this DNB product, both cloud and snow coverage can continue to be identified and accounted for, in addition to the ability
of using images acquired during all moon phases.
• Twelve medium- to large-scale municipal areas showed single-night variability
between 1x10-8 and 1x10-6 W m-2 . In the spring, summer and fall seasons in
nearly every city, the seven-, fourteen-, and 30-night mean composites were
between 1x10-7 and 1x10-6 W m-2 . Northern cities, and those with known high
amount of snow coverage, were impacted by a seasonally-consistent increase in
the aforementioned mean composites during winter months.
• Individual pixels, over the full period of record, also varied between 1x10-8 and
1x10-6 W m-2 . Larger metropolitan areas had a mean radiance value around
1x10-7 W m-2 , and standard deviation near 1x10-8 W m-2 for places like Long
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Island, NY. Smaller suburban areas and rural towns, on average, emitted at
a lower radiance like 1x10-8 W m-2 , but with standard deviation greater than
their more populated neighbors, at 1x10-7 W m-2 or higher.
• The quantitative product deemed most accurate in identifying and estimating
power outages in the VIIRS DNB was the percent of normal product using the
50% threshold. This calculation achieved average correlation coefficients near
0.4 throughout the Hurricane Sandy event. Much of the difficulty of comparing
DNB-estimated outages to those reported was attributed to the table-based validation dataset used in this study. While this dataset identified the ability of the
DNB to estimate overall power outage trends, consistently accurate estimates
were not achieved using the space-based sensor. In states that achieved the best
results like Pennsylvania and New Hampshire, the combination of widespread
power outages and a relatively high amount of clear sky nights provided an ideal
environment for DNB observations to estimate power outages.
• Future power outage detection studies using the DNB should continue to consider cloud cover, missed cloud features, snow cover, and lunar reflectance during product development. Cloud cover heavily impacted the ability to estimate
power outages in the Hurricane Sandy case study. Furthermore, examples of
missed clouds by the VCM at night were shown. Snow cover appeared to heavily
impact the observed DNB radiance values for northern cities and those known
to have high annual snowfall rates. Changes in lunar reflectance were shown
to influence the observed radiances in low population areas which inflated the
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resulting estimates of customers without power. Finally, the need for pixellevel outage reports obtained at similar temporal frequencies to the DNB, was
identified in this study.

Disaster events have impacted the power grid in affected locations in the past
and will continue to cause damage to populated areas into the future. With the ability
to monitor large areas with visible channel radiometers onboard current and future
satellites, these instruments continue to provide value during the post-event recovery
process. The VIIRS DNB, with its low-light capabilities, has shown the ability to
identify initial post-event outages in addition to monitoring the recovery of light as
utility crews work to restore power in affected locations. Future work will implement
conclusions and lessons learned from this study to improve the accuracy of power
outage estimates.
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